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The PCesident of the Senate and the
Speaker of the Bouse of Representatives

This report examines the Federal Government's ability

to cope with oil import disruptions. It discusses the
adequacy of the Department of Energy's current contingency
programs and organization for dealing with oil shortages
and suggests ways to strengthen the Nation's energy emergency
preparedness. -

The report was prepared at the request of Senator
Charles H. Percy, Chairman, Subcommittee on Energy, Nuclear
Proliferation and Government Processes, Senate Committee on
Governmental Affairs, and Senator Edward M. Kennedy, then
Chairman, Energy Subcommittee, Joint Economic Committee.
Because of the wide interest in the subject, they agreed that
the report should be addressed to the entire Congress. In
the interest of timely release of the report, Senators Percy
and Kennedy requested that GAO not seek agency comments.

-, Copies of this report are being sent to the Secretary
of Energy, the Secretary of the Treasury, the Secretary of
State and the Director, Office of Management and Budget.
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CONPTROLLER GENERAL'S THE UNITED STATES REMAINS
REPORT TO THE CONGRESS UNPREPARED FOR OIL IMPORT

DISRUPTIONS

DIGEST

With the exception of the recent buildup of the
Strategic Petroleum Reserve, the United States
is no better prepared to deal with significant
disruptions in oil imports than it was during
the 1973 oil embargo.

The Nation's almost total lack of emergency
preparedness requires immediate attention. The
Federal Government bears the primary responsi-
bility and must take concerted action to counter
this serious threat to national security. While
the current state of readiness is poor, GAO be-
lieves that immediate steps can be taken to
improve preparedness. Some will help in the
near term, while others will bring significant
benefits within 2 to 4 years.

Time is the important factor. The world oil
market is inherently unstable. The Nation needs
to act now to protect itself against import dis-
ruptions. The U.S. now has the luxury of import-
ing less oil than in recent years in a market
characterized by oversupply and falling prices.
The slack market is similar to the one prevailing
in the years preceding the Iranian oil shortfall
of 1979. The U.S. ignored the underlying insta-
bility of the Middle East then and paid for it
dearly as prices doubled in 1979 and 1980. With
effective domestic and international contingency
planning, that small shortfall probably would
not have caused the price hike which severely
damaged the economies of both the developed
and underdeveloped nations. The Government
would be short-sighted if it let this oppor-
tunity to develop an effective oil emergency
preparedness program pass.

GAO's two-volume study was made at the request
of Senator Charles Percy, Chairman of the Sub-
committee on Energy, Nuclear Proliferation and
Government Processes, Senate Committee on
Governmental Affairs, and Senator Edward Kennedy,
former Chairman of the Energy Subcommittee of
the Joint Economic Committee.
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Volume I summarizes GAO's conclusions and recom-
mendations. Volume II in a more detailed dis-
cussion of the results of GAO's comprehensive
reviews of the status of contingency plans and
programs and alternative approaches for coping
with oil import disruptions. All page references
in this digest are to Volume I.

CUREMUT STATE OF READINESS

In order to examine present emergency prepared-
ness, GAO hypothesized an import shortfall of
3 million barrels per day (NNDD) to the United
States. While this is a substantial shortfall,
it is by no means a *worst case.* (See pp. 2-3.)

The analysis is not limited to the 3 HNfBD casel
however, that was chosen to simplify presentation
of this complex subject and provide a benchmark
for evaluating larger and smaller disruptions.
GAO examined emergency programs for quickly
increasing oil supply, substituting other fuels
for oil, restraining oil demand, and allocating
short supplies both nationally and international-
ly (international allocation is carried out by
the 21-nation International Energy Agency--IEA).

Legislative authority, provided by the Emergency
Petroleum Allocation Act (EPAA) which enables the
Federal Government to establish contingency
programs in a number of important areas, will
expire September 30, 1901. GAO analysed how
these programs have fitted into the Nation's
overall emergency preparedness, since Congress
might choose to renew or otherwise extend the
authority for one or more of them. During the
sumner, 1981, GAO briefed several congressional
committees on the principal findings and
conclusions of this study, with special reference
to the expiring EPAA authorities.

GAO found that the'Nation is grossly unprepared
to cope with a 3 NNBD shortfall (see pp. 6-9):

--No plan has been prepared for emergency
surge oil production.

-- There is no adequate plan for using the
Nation's most important disruption
insurance--the Strategic Petroleum Reserve
(SPR).

-- The Government has no plans for managing
private oil stock dradown, and the Govern-
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ment's authority to manage private stocks
expires on September 30, 1901.

-- Both crude oil and petroleum product
allocation programs are in disarray, and
most authority for such programs lapses
on September 30, 1901.

-- Federal and State plans for restraining
oil demand are totally inadequate, and the
legal framework for demand restraint is
impractical.

--Emergency oil reserves both here and in
other industrialimed countries are not
adequate.

--The international oil sharing mechanism
is too narrowly focused and may not work
effectively.

These and other important though secondary con-
clusions are summarised in Chapters I1, 11,
and IV of Volume I and analysed more fully in
Chapters III through VIII of Volume II.

WAT CAN BE DONE?

Government has an important role in countering
oil import disruptions even though market forces
can be used to offset many negative effects of
shortfalls. Oil market disruptions are extra-
ordinary happeningsj therefore, total reliance
on unfettered markets ts an inappropriate means
for dealing with disruptions and will lead to
greater economic and political losses than would
occur under an integrated approach guided by
governmental action. For example, only the
Federal Government can plan effectively for SPIN
use, nation-wide demand restraint, removing con-
straints to fuel switching, recycling tax gve-
nues, participating in International energy
Agency (IBA) programs, and many other areas. At
the same time, use of the market to balance supply
and demand through flesible prices ii indispen-
sable for countering disruptions becamse it sup-
ports the goals of governmental measures.

A governmental program also has important peychs-
logical benefits, both domestically and interna-
tionally. Well-designed, effective, amd timely
: ogroae will reassure the Americas public Ad
lp avoid panic. They should be developed

beforehand so that government at all levels will
not have to enact measures in the coefuton ad
political pressures generated by a disruptien.
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Such quickly instituted measures may be ineffec-
tive or een counterproductive. Internationally,
a carefully prepared program will reassure our
friends, making precipitous price increases less
likely by reducing or avoiding pressure on the
oil spot market and by asserting American leader-
ship in this important area of political/economic
policy.

GAO believes that the Federal Government must
provide one crucial ingredient which has been
missing from its recipe for oil disruption
preparedness. That ingredient is commitment.
tight years of desultory activity in this area

show that without this commitment little will be
accomplished. The report contains many recommen-
dations both to Congress and the Executive Branch.
tese are designed to support development of an
integated plan for emergency preparedness.

The Nation can have effective contingency pro-
Igams to protect itself from the disastrous

impacts of world oil market disruptions. Ba-
sically, what is needed are programs which will
yield significant benefits when applied, are
fully developed and kept ready for use, can be
implemented in a timely manner, coordinate the
actions of the public and private sectors, can
be enforced, and are fully tested before use.
this is a tall order. The process should begin

newa if adopted, GAO's recommendations, both to
Congtess and the Executive Branch, will support
that process.

fte full set of conclusions and recommendations
is to Chapter V of Volume I. The principal
coaclusions and recomendations ares

I. 'te U.S. needs to increase the oil avail-
able for emergency use via industry stocks,
the SPi, and surge oil production. GAO's
recemmoodations for increasing supply in-
clde maintaining government authority to
~a~e private stocks after September 19811
coeti g in conjuction witn private in-
duatry, a plan to manage stocisa and es-
tablishing a private Fetroletm reserve.
'The epartment of Energy (DOE) should use
secure supplies such as Alaskan North Slope
ad U.S. royalty oil as much as possible to
fill the SPI, and a comprehensive SPR use
pla should be developed and integrated
with other contingency plans. Surge oil

r eduction holds considerable promises a
aw allowing emergency production at
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Elk Hills should be passedl and agreements
with the governments of Alaska and Texas
permitting surge production should be nego-
tiated by DOE. (See pp. 50-56.)

2. Congress needs to replace the crude oil and
product allocation authority which expires
in September 1981 with authority for an
improved emergency distribution system.
This is particularly important for the next
few years as effective contingency programs
are established. Price controls are a
counterproductive strategy, and GAO
recommends that they not be used; gasoline
rationing also should be avoided because
it is clumsy and expensive and would need
a price control program to work. (See pp.
56-61.)

3. One promising way to counter disruptions
is a mechanism which works through the
oil market. Emergency taxes with rebates
may be easier to operate than gasoline ra-
tioning, be less disruptive, and could be
as equitable. Development of such a system
is particularly important, and GAO recom-
mends that the Departments of Energy and
Treasury review the potential of such a
system as quickly as possible. The State
Department should also promote emergency
taxes as an ZEA policy. (See pp. 58-61,
68.)

4. Demand restraint planning needs a complete
overhaul. Primary emphasis needs to be
placed on voluntary programs which provide
flexibility and build consumer confidence
and participation. Mandatory programs
should be developed for use as a last re-
sort. State planning is a sound concept,
but the law must be changed to require
States to submit their plans before, not
after the disruption begins. If States do
not submit plans, the Federal plan should
be imposed immediately if a disruption
occurs. (See pp. 61-66.)

5. Estimates of oil-to-gas fuel switching
potential vary widely and are highly
speculative. GAO recommends that a
better assessment of gas supplies, de-
liverability, and switching capability be
made. An adequate oil-to-coal switching
program--which is much less far along than
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oil-to-gas switching--should be developed.
DOE's plans in this area cannot now be im-
plemented quickly enough to effectively
substitute for a significant amount of
oil. One important aspect of both oil-to-
gas and oil-to-coal programs is reliable
data. GAO recommends that DOE ensure the
necessary information is kept current and
is in useable form for contingency pur-
poses. (See pp. 66-67.)

6. Much needs to be done to develop a more
effective international energy emergencY
preparedness program. Oil disruptions are
inherently international, and measures to
cope with them are much more effective if
they are internationally coordinated. GAO
recommends that the Departments of Energy
and State work within the IEA to increase
member country useable emergency reserves
to at least 90 daysj develop better pro-
grams to cope with small but significant
market disruptions; establish a binding
oil price reconciliation mechanism for
emergency sharing; and consider estab-
lishing an IEA-wide emergency oil tax.
(See pp. 67-68.)

The Appendix contains suggested legislative lan-

guage for certain recommendations in the report.

AGENCY COMMENTS

In the interest of timely release of this report,
* .Senators Percy and Kennedy requested that GAO not

*seek agency comments.
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the per entage ( f l u:.,. 1 W:. irr.purted. Vulinera ilit Lor. err.!
the security of im.p(,rt... .t-tr 1,, we should be much more w( rriti

about oil it it koeii . :+ ., i -t.( ui:e sources than secure ore...

course, this is exa,- t , ,r ie, addressed by contingernc

planning: that we ar*. . :, .,. to oil supply disrut-tions,

particularly fIof, tto I.x E [ast. Confusion over depnoercr ark.
vulnerability has led t , .. f, ,veremphas1s on the former. Most L.:.

programs designed to ',wf r iaiprts are 1)ng-tert gradual oneb.
Examples are synfuel de''-.r.int and solar energy promotion.

However, vulnerability, dr, lAerce contingency planning, have Leer.
neglected, leaving uss ,per. substantial damage from short-tern
disruptions in ol imar t .

This report is OIvid. into two volumes. Volume I is a
summary report which ir,, 1(f.s all our conclusions and recommenda-

tions. These can be f(,r. in Chapter V. Chapter I of Volume I
describes our current 'Ftdt& 1.1 readiness, while Chapters II, i1 ,
and IV summarize our pteptdreuress i; the various contingency
planning areas.

Volume II discusses in much greater detail the problems posed
by an oil import disruption, the state of emergency planning, and
alternative approaches to coping with disruptions. Chapters I and
II of Volume II introduce the subject and describe the serious
threat to national welI-tl#irn, posed by oil import disruptions.
Chapters III through VIII cf Volume II discuss the question "What
happens if the oil st.upFs fiowing tomorrow?" Answers are discussed



by examining past and current policies, programs, and organization
for dealing with imported oil disruptions.

Chapters IX-XIII of Volume II ask "What should we do to
prepare?" The discussion here revolves around what improvements
in present plans and what new programs in each area should be
developed to cope with future cutoffs.

OBJECTIVES, SCOPE, and METHODOLOGY

Our review was undertaken under two similar requests received
from Senators Edward N. Kennedy and Charles i. Percy. On July 15,
1980, Senator Kennedy, then Chairman of the Joint Economic
Committee's Energy Subcommittee told GAO that "despite official
pronouncements to the contrary, I am concerned that the United
States may be in no better position to deal with a foreign oil
supply interruption than we were before the 1973 Arab oil embargo."
He asked GAO to investigate and evaluate the Department of Energy •
present capabilities to manage oil supply disruptions and to
provide a comprehensive analysis of its current plans. on July 10,
1980, Senator Percy, then Ranking Minority Member of the Senate
Permanent Subcommittee on Investigations, Committee on Governmental
Affairs, made a similar request, asking GAO to eoamine how read
the United States is to cope with a major oil supply disruption
and what steps can be taken to improve our readiness.

Thus, the basic ob3ctives of this study were to ova.hatv
present _'.S. energy preparedness planning for il import lm st
tions and evaluate alternative approaches to i-aprove pzepate4. .ss

The scope of energy contingency planning generally *n-opas
ses increasing oil supply, substituting for oil. demand testtai-
allocation and pricing policies, and international coope atior
programs. Examples of programs to increase supply inclAe ;n
creased oil production and oil stock drawdown. Eamples if smr
stitution include switching from oil to gas, coal, ot thet ftu.s
Demand restraint involves emergency temporary action t. "'tinq onei4,
consumption into line with curtailed supplies; it is sometims
described as "emergency conservation." Allocation programs list.
bute petroleum in ways which would not be done by markets left t.
themselves. Gasoline rationing and standby crude oil and prod,,
allocation systems are examples. Unrequlated markets )t marset....
mechanisms such as taxes are the alternative to allocatior. Tte
subject of international programs includes measures in all theas
areas. However, they deserve to be considered separately, sincv

most are administered by the International Energy Aqency IRA

In 1980 the Secretary of Energy summarized DOE's think ing
the size of shortfalls which may occur. le said that the United
States must be prepared for three levels of world oil supply
disruption: 2-3, 4-10, and 12-18 million barrels per day WW0
and lasting for a year. These represent, he said, losses to the
Nation of less than 1, 1-3, and 4-6 S80, and roughly correspond to
the loss of one medium volume oil-producing country in the Persian
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National Petroleum touncil, the Harvard University Energy and
National Security Research Project, and the colloquium on "Contin-
ienc Planning fot an Energy Emergency" held at Stanford University
in June 1480. 1 Finally, we had many contdcts with private indivi-
duals in~olved in asV#,t t[ of kontinqency planning and policy.

., . .. It {lanndl in T i drt a of incwreasing oil supplies
we asi. J| Ot K t, tt. , f ii. als, (! t t* I:nlt a(I ,,tites Geological Sur-

vey, the State-f Alaska, the Aact h jun Petroleum Institute, the
National vrtitole j t uncil and the lexas liailroad Commission.
These oflf, ial pt jvitded corisideiatille inturmation on industry oil
stot' . . ui4P oil jk,,du t ion ,adtil itit-, anid Federal royalty

I I. P.t tf.Pte,,ue-t of sevetal nembeib , t Congress, GAO has been
lubi I V, i d 1 t pt I t i t t at t - the t tateg ic Petro-
Iiciup sI :v I' 1,' 1, .'wu e . t i' nc', which u. re useful in our eval-
oat .oe I hw ,vaoin) *.1 ; the P . v . 1Tt et statistical publica-
t ions vit: ,t wets v.'i- ji al sf , ,i. indubt i stui ks were DOE'a

ir Pt iieua btatis Niejit and Inteinational Ene I Indicators,
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case study of a 1979 DOE proposal to ban sales of fuel for rec-
reationial watercraft on weekends to illustrate how poorly prepared
and presented demand restraint measures can damage the potential
for developing viable demand restraint programs. In discussing
future directions for demand restraint, we analyzed 380 proposals
gleaned from over 20 studies according to a set of criteria empha-
sizing effectiveness and practicality.

Evaluation of petroleum allocation and gasoline rationing
also relied heavily on analysis of relevant laws and regulations.
Past GAO work--26 reports since 1974--on this subject was also ex-
tensively used, especially a major audit of the gasoline allocation
program during the 1979 Iranian oil shortfall.

Finally, in order to examine the effectiveness of present inter-
national programs, we used materials collected by GAO in our recent
review of U.S. participation in the International Energy Agency. I/
We relied on the results of this review, and conducted additional-
analyses of DOE and IEA documents. International energy statistics
also played a prominent role in our effort. We found the OECD's
Quarterly Oil Statistics particularly helpful in evaluating the
emergency oil sharing system and IEA emergency oil stock policies.

our study was coordinated with the Congressional Budget office
and the Congressional Research Service which had ongoing projects
in the emergency preparedness area.

CAN WE COPE WITH A 3 MMBD SHOR~TFALL TODAY?

A 3 NMBD shortfall lasting a year is much larger than any
disruption the U.S. has faced in the past. Yet it is only midway
on the continuum of disruption possibilities we should be prepared
to cope with. Table 1 summarizes the capability of DOE contingency
programs for handling such a shortfall with rough approximations.
This lack of precision arises because DOE currently only has draft
plans that are not yet approved for many of these measures and
programs for effective implementation are not yet in place.
Furthermore, necessary legal authority for some of these programs
will expire at the end of September, and the administration has
not indicated that it will seek renewal of such authority.
Presuably, if an emergency occurred tomorrow, DOE approval of
programs and even a renewal of legal authorities could be secured
rather quickly. But that does not mean that effective programs
could be quickly put into operation. We are not happy about the
tentativeness of the figures but they are the best we have been
able to glean from an intensive investigation. The figures are
useful for indicating orders of magnitude. The possibilities over
time are also somewhat problematic because the state of knowledge
about what maximum capabilities are and how fast they can be
phased in is poor. Furthermore, the longer a disruption lasts,

1/U.S. General Accounting Office, "Unresolved issues Remain Con-
cerning U.S. Participation in the International Energy Agency,'
ID-Sl-38, September 8, 1981.
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TABLE 1

GAO ESTIMATES OF NEAR TERN CAPABILITY OF FEDERAL GOVERNMZET
PROGRAMS TO OFFSET A ONE YEAR, 3 MBD DISRUPTION

Oil Offset Capability By End Of
Program or Policy Measure 3 Months 6 Months 12 Months

DEMAND RESTRAINT (NBD) (HBD) (MBD)
Minimum Fuel Purchase Negl. Negi. Negl.
Odd/Even Gasoline Purchase 35-70 35-70 35-70
55 MPH Speed Limit Enforcement 30-60 30-60 30-60
Emergency Building Temperature

Reductions 80 s0 80
Public Information Programs 62-130 12-140 65-1I

Subtotal 210-340 210-340 21i0-34
FUEL SWITCHING

Oil- to-Gas 50 100-300 300-435*
Oil-to-Coal -- 20 90**
Increased Electricity Produc-

tion/Transfers 30 145 155"**
Increased Use High Sulfur

Fuel Oil 5 5
Subtotal 85 7 IS0-68

INCREASED OIL SUPPLIES
Surge Oil Production Negl. Negl. heyl.
Drawdown of Industry-Owned

Oil Stocks 275-550 275-550 275-550
SPR Drawdown 0

Subtotal 275-5 U W,-SS

TOTAL 570-975 755-1360 10JS-1575

(MINUS 3000 MBD SHORTFALL) (3000) (3009) IJO00

NET SHORTFALL TO BE HANDLED BY
ALLOCATION CONTROLS OR MARKET
MEASURES (2430-2025) (2245-1640) (1lV5-1425)

*DOE's Office of Policy and Evaluation and AGA estimate maximum
potential at 1100-1200 MMBD within one year. fe differ because
it is not certain that gas supplies and the transportation system
would be adequate to meet the maximum switching potential.

**DOE estimates maximum potential at 213. We regard this as too
optimistic because it relies substantially on amending leqslati-r
and no steps have yet been taken in this direction.

***Reflects DOE's data on the number of coal-fired and nuclear 1 Iants
near completion as of March 1901. Some plants have already coe
on line and it is possible that others could be added to an upoated
list. For details see Vol. I, Chpt. IV, pp. 19-20.

+k* assume SPR will not be drawn down except in worst case situations
and until the reserve contains about 250 to 500 MMB. Details on
p. 53.
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the greater the possibility that human £in-geultlr. 6.0iAi&C &ad
hard work can lead to results not previously thought possible.

If anything, the figutes tepuited it Ia(e I age utisistiL
because the savirvgs figures presented dhb LA& ttat the pgral ms
will be approved and implemented fail tfle, tivelp. In fact,
It i questionable whether DO& LouuJd jhmelwnt an effective pIoglam
fot drawdown of industry-owned oil st, ib, whriir. in Table I
accounts fog the largest estimated oil ,fber. If L4. could not

effectively implement a dcawdown progra. acheving the estimated
savings would rest on the willinrneb . 1 il ,4mpanies to volo-
tarily support the program.

The bottom line is this: The I ited States would be lucky

to offset one third of the shortfall wiu. jiu- ss now in hand.
Even more depressing is the fact that (,I:l uf the estimates
which account for the modest ofts. t ato -,ttsistaL.

The nest three chapters sumea tije t, jeficaencles in each
area. These deficiencies ate anallaico x,,1 ,umpetely in Volume
11. Our basic conclusions, however , a( :# itted tilietlV.

-- Surge oil production: mt) jiar r . tZeerl prejrared
and several legal constlasnt f t,.s.t t. removed.

-- Strategic Petroleum ieselve; Aitr,-,-t, ,il As now
being acquired at a easonat- tc, we have too

little oil in the SPO and haw* ntt developed an

adequate plan fot SVP oil a.,.U,.,tr, and use.

-- Private stoc :S The Ciuvetnswrit ta& nut Ianalized
plans prepared for manaygny Ft,-, !rawduwn, and the

Goverment*s autholitV to *ara b Will eajire
after September lOt'.

-- il-to-gas switching: hmome i-, :eas has been made,
but the plan still has styniti ant weaknesses.

-- Oil-to-coal switching: An elfetat ilan is not

even cloe to completion.

-- Electricity transfers and aLeleratinY .uml6etion of

generating units: Considerable rturess has been made,
but the potential -farie* Witt the seasons and the
number of units nesting .. omplett,,r.

-Increased use of high sulfur fuel: ih* energy payoff
here is almost insignilicant and tfhe risk to the

environment is high.

--Cgude oil allocation: The rut,.les with this program
could be fxled, but author t fur qrnetal JOoestic
allocation will epjire September 10th.



-- Petroleum product allocation: The program was a
disaster the last time it was used and no improve-
ments have been made. Authority for domestic product
allocation empires September 30th.

--Gasoline rationing: The Administration's decision
to stop funding rationing planning means it will not
be available for emergency use. Authority for gaso-
line rationing also empires September 30.

--Federal demand restraint: The current Federal plan
is totally inadequate and the legal framework for
demand restraint is impractical.

--State demand restraint: States have no effective
demand restraint plans; both they and the Federal
Goverrment are to blame.

--International emergency reserves: Members of the
IEA, including the United States, do not have nearly
adequate emergency reserves and probably will not
develop them under the present program.

--International demand restraint: IEA members,
including the United States, have not developed
effective demand restraint measures.

-- International oil sharing: The present system
holds promise but is too narrowly focused and is
also plagued by implementation problems.

Could the U.S. cope with a 3 NNBD shortfall today? No.
The U.&. is still grossly unprepared.

MHAT CAN 81 POU?

Th9 Federtal Governmnt mset get serious about planning for
oi uDDJY 41sruptions. Eight years of dsloyatvt n

general inaction showe that without this commitment little
will be accomplished.

Immediate action ought to be taken to upgrade the Nation's
ability to counter disruptions. Some actions are short run;
within a year or so they can significantly improve the Nation's
emergency preparedness. Other actions have benefits which take
longer to realise. Our conclusions and specific recommendations
can be found in Chapter V. They fall in seven areas.

Conclusion I: The U.S. needs to increase the oil available
for emergency use via industry stocks, the SPR and surge oil
production. Our recommndations for increasing supply include
maintaining Government authority to manage private stocks after
September 30, 19611 completing, in conjunction with private indus-
try, a plan to manage stocks; and establishing a private petroleum



reserve. SPR fill should not be interrupted while long-term
financing mechanisms are sought. The reserve should be filled at
as fast a rate as practical; DOE should use secure supplies such
as the Alaskan North Slope and U.S. royalty oil as much as possible
to fill the SPR; and a comprehensive SPR use plan should be deve-
loped and integrated with other contingency plans. Surge oil
production holds considerable promise; a law allowing emergency
production at Elk Hills needs to be passed; agreements with the
governments of Alaska and Texas permitting surge production need
to be negotiated by DOE.

Conclusion II: Congress needs to replace crude oil and
product allocation authority, most of which expires in September
1981 with authority for an improved emergency distribution system.
This is particularly important for the next few years as contin-
gency programs are being phased in. Price controls are a counter-
productive strategy and should not be used; neither should gasoline
rationing which would be clumsy and expensive and would need a
price control program to work.

Conclusion III: Congress should establish price measures
to counter disruptions. Emergency taxes with rebates should be
easier to operate than gasoline rationing, be less disruptive,
and be at least as equitable. Development of such a system is
particularly important and we recommend that the Departments of
Energy and Treasury develop such plans as quickly as possible.
The State Department should also promote emergency taxes as an
IEA policy.

Conclusion IV: Demand restraint planning needs a complete
overhaul. Primary emphasis needs to be placed on voluntary pro-
grams which provide flexibility and build consumer confidence
and participation. Mandatory programs should be developed for
use as a last resort. State planning is a sound concept, but the
law must be changed to require states to submit their plans before,
not after the disruption begins. The Federal Government has the
responsibility for providing the needed guidelines and data to
States so they can know what is expected. If States do not submit
plans, the Federal plan should be imposed immediately if a disrup-
tion occurs.

Conclusion V: Estimates of oil-to-gas fuel switching poten-
tial vary widely and are highly speculative. A better assessment
of gas supplies, deliverability, and switching capability is
required. An adequate oil-to-coal switching program--which is
much less far along than oil-to-gas switching--needs to be
developed. DOE's plan in this area can not now be implemented
quickly enough to effectively substitute for a significant amount
of oil. One important aspect of both oil-to-gas and oil-to-coal
programs is reliable data. DOE should ensure that the necessary
information is kept current and is in useable form for contingency
purposes.

Conclusion VI: Much needs to be done to develop a more

effective international energy emergency preparedness program.
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Oil disruptions are inherently international, and measures to

cope with them are much more effective if they are interna-

tionally coordinated. The United States should work within the

IZA to increase member country useable emergency reserves to at

least 90 days; develop programs to cope with small but significant

market disruptions; develop an oil price reconciliation mechanism

for emergency sharing; and consider establishing an IEA-wide

emergency oil tax.
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CHAPTER II

MAKING UP FOR LOST OIL--INCREASING OIL SUPPLIES

AND F'UEL SWITCHING_

Stabilizing markets and avoiding a crisis during supply
disruptions means bringing supply and demand into a new balance.
of course, higher oil prices alone can do this, but that solution
can create severe and unnecessary economic hardship. Two ways
to help bring about balance at lower prices are temporarily
increasing oil supplies and substituting alternate fuels for oil.
A third way is to restrain oil demand by having consumers cut
back their oil consumption. This alternative is discussed in
the next chapter.

The United States can effectively increase its oil supplies
by temporarily increasing domestic production and drawing down
Government and private oil stocks. It can also free up oil
by substituting fuels, such as natural gas, coal, nuclear power,
or high sulfur residual fuel oil, for oil in those facilities
which have the capability to use them. Also, electricity pro-
duced by non-oil-fired generating units can be increased and
transferred to areas where electricity is generated by oil.
These actions free up oil without necessarily reducing overall
energy consumption or industrial and utility output.

The Department of Energy has drafted several plans to enhance
supply. However, despite years of effort, the United States is
ill-prepared to combat disruptions. This chapter reviews thek Government's capabilities in these important areas.
INCREASING DOMESTIC OIL PRODUCTION

A comprehensive contingency plan for increasing domestic
oil production does not now exist. According to DOE officials,
sufficient data on production capacities has not been available
to plan for emergency, or surge, production. To acquire that
information, DOE asked the National Petroleum Council (NPC) to
assess the opportunities available for surge production. The
NPC's report indicates that an additional 326 MBD of crude oil
(including private and Government production) could be produced
and delivered in 1981 for six to twelve months with minimum risk
of reservoir damage or loss of ultimate recovery. Half the total
could be available within 2 months, the remainder in about 4 to
6 months. Most of the surge production would come from private
fields in Alaska and Texas. All Government production would be
from the Naval Petroleum Reserve at Elk Hills, California.

According to the study, the capability for emergency produc-
tion will decline as fields become depleted. By 1985, the
maximum surge oil potential could decline to 143 MBD because by
then the existing pipelines will be almost fully used to meet
planned increases in throughput.

12



DOE has prepared a working document fox incLeasing production
at Elk Hills by about 25 MBD for 3 months. This estimate differs
from the NPC's which indicated that about 16 MBD could be secured
for 12 months, but with a 1 percent loss in ultimate recovery.
The potential from surge production from other Federal lands
has not been established.

Constraints

Obtaining additional production involves oveLcoming Legula-
tory, legal, and financial constraints. The State of Alaska would
have to approve higher production rates fox Pzudhoe Bay and the
Texas Railroad Commission for the Texas fields. To increase
production from the Naval Petroleum Reserve at Elk Hills, Congress
will have to amend the Naval Petroleum Reserves Production Act of
1976. EPCA provisions concerning oil production at the maximum
efficient and temporary emergency production rates do not
apply to Elk Hills. Production and pipeline facilities must
be modified--about a four to six month process--at a cost of about
$30 million according to the NPC. Considerable planning will be
required to institute surge production. DOE is still in the early
stages of this process. In summary, progress in this impoLtant
area has been minimal.

THE STRATEGIC PETROLEUM RESERVE

In order to diminish U.S. vulnerability to the effects of a
severe oil supply interruption and to carry out U.S. inteLnational
energy commitments, the Energy Policy and Conservation Act autho-
rized the creation of an SPR to store up to 1 billion barrels of
crude oil. The potential value of the SPR was recently reiterated
by the Secretary of Energy, who called it "by far the most effective
program for reducing the cost of oil market disruptions." However,

the current volumes of SPR oil are much too small to meet a severe
energy disruption.

DOE has experienced serious difficulties in developing storage
facilities and acquiring oil for the SPR. Should the United States
begin to experience an oil import shortfall, the 177 MMB in storage
in mid-August 1981 could be drawn down at a maximum of about 1.6
MMBD rate for about one and one-half months--at which point the
drawdown rate would decrease until the SPR is exhausted about
5 months later.

DOE's SPR drawdown plan, as approved by Congress, does not
specify under what conditions or how the SPR would be used, i.e.,
amount, rate, timing, and distribution mechanism. It also does
not identify an amount which should be held in reserve for more
extreme emergencies. We believe SPR planning should be integrated
with DOE's overall contingency planning and should at least iden-
tify options for SPR use.

Developing the SPR

The SPR has fallen far behind its implementation schedule
for both developing storage capacity and acquiring oil. Until

13



recently, obtaining oil was the major I.rotlem tdc Ing the SIk(
However, for fiscal year 1981, with soft narket ondlitions
and accelerated efforts, DOE has purchased oil tfr the SPk at
about 300 MBD through August 20, 198l. lIe rate at which ttis
oil has been delivered has fluctuat-i widely, trom a tow of over
100 MBD in October 1980 to d pedK of ,lIJ MBLL in Ma? 1981. A
related problem, the amount of storaqe cafa it, ivailable, Is
addressed in Chapter V.

Acquiring oil

EPCA mandated a 500 MMB SPR zy December 1I8,. President
Carter, in his 1977 National Energy Plan, st ortened this schedule
by 2 years, and called for a billion barrel SPk ry December 1985.
By late 1979 DOE had to scale down these qoals, and currently
has no year-by-year schedule for tillin the SHk. Its goal now
is to fill the 750 MMB capacity by 19h9. "re Congress, through
Title VIII of the Energy Security Act, has required DOE to fill
the SPR at an average of at least 100 MBD for fiscal year 1981
and each year thereafter. DOE's fiscal year 1981 appropriation
provides for DOE to seek to full the SPI4 at a minimum average
rate of 300 MWF, or until funds art (xhaj.lted. The OmniLus
Budget Reconiliation Act of 1981 amends LViA to p[rviae that
DOE seek to fill the SPR at the same rate.

DOE's first approach to Title v111 was to till the SPk
through exchanges of oil from the Naval Petroleum fieserve at
Elk Hills, California. it has contractea for over 36 MMB using
such exchanges, thuis meeting the minimim supply requirements.
As of August 19, 1981, DOE had also purchased another 66.8 M1MB
on the spot market. The Department has aiso signed a multi-year
contract with Mexico's state oil company for 110 MMB and expects
about 6 14MB to be delivered by the end of tiscal year 1981. This
6 1MB brings total fiscal year purchabes to 11U MMB, or 300 MBD
at an average annual Late. l/

Drawing down the SPR

When Phase I storage is filled to its 251 MMB capacity, the
maximum drawdown rate will be 1.7 MMBD. Phase I, with 538 MMB
stored, will have drawdown capacity of about 3.5 MMBD. The SPR
plan estimated that SPR crude could, if necessary, be distributed
to refiners within 7 weeks of a supply disruption.

Before the SPR can be drawn down or distributed the President
must determine that such action is necessary due to "a severe
energy supply interruption or by obligations of the United States
under the International Energy Program." However, the SPR plan,

I/Since September 1980, we have been issuing a series of status
reports, as requested by certain members of the Senate Committee
on Energy and Natural Resources and the House Committee on
Interstate and Foreign Commerce, on the administration's
activities to implement Title VIII of the Energy Security Act.

14
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as transmitted to Congress in early 1977, does not specify under
what conditions the SPR would be used, the Late and timing of use,
or how it would be distributed and priced.

It does not identify any amount which would be held in
reserve for extreme emergencies. Even an October 1979 amendment
to the plan, entitled "Distribution Plan for the Strategic Petro-
leum Reserve," does not specify these items. The plan maintains
that it is both infeasible and undesirable to specify the precise
conditions in which the reserve would be drawn down. The adminis-
tration felt that the absence of criteria for triggering an SPR
drawdown would keep potential embargoing producers uncertain of
U.S. intentions, and thereby maximize the deterrence value of
the SPR.

However, the absence of a specific use plan or set of options
leaves judgements about SPR use subject to ad hoc decisionmaking
during a crisis. The reasons cited for not developing a plan
involve legitimate concerns. However, we believe a better way of
addressing those concerns is for DOE to develop a plan but not
release its details to the public. We do not believe the Depart-
ment should use national security reasons as an excuse for not
developing contingency plans for one of our potentially most
valuable tools for use during an energy emergency.

The SPR plan should be integrated with the comprehensive
contingency plan being prepared by DOE. This plan is in response
to a specific interruption scenario, including size and duration,
and is being designed for use in the immediate future if necessaLy.
We believe that such a comprehensive contingency plan should
include an SPR drawdown plan that at least outlines principal
options, including SPR use and rate, amount, and timing of draw-
down, and method of distribution. It should also identify a level
below which the SPR would not be used, except for, say, national
defense, health and safety. Details of the plan need not be made
public.

In summary, there is not much oil in the SPR, and an adequate1plan for its use has not been developed.

PRIVATE STOCK DRAWDOWN

The Government currently has some authority to control the
inventories of oil producers, importers, refiners, distributors,
and retailers, through the Emergency Petroleum Allocation Act
(EPAA). If the President finds an existing or impending regional
or national supply shortage, or to meet U.S. obligations of the
International Energy Program, he may require a drawdown of private
stocks. I/ However, EPAA expires September 30, 1981. Furthermore,
this authority may not be used during normal times to prepare
for supply shortages.

1/The option of building up private stocks to be better prepared
before an energy emergency is discussed in Chapter V.

15
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The potential of industry stocks to offset supply distup-
tions is a controversial issue. Until 1978, the consensus in
Government and industry was that industry stocks were not large
enough for purposes of nationwide contingency planning. Rowever,
the record high stock levels attained in 1979 and maintained
through 1980 have led to a reappraisal of what industry stocks
could be made available in an emergency. If private stocks were
about 100 to 200 MMB above normal operations levels, as they had
been for over a year, they could be drawn down at a rate of 275
to 550 MBD for a 12-month period.

In January 1981 DOE's Office of Energy Contingency Planning
issued a draft Inventory Nanagement Plan which discussed options
for drawing down private stocks during a supply lisruption. How-
ever, the plan is not yet implementable, and authority for it
expires with the EPAA after September 30, 1981. Therefore, the
drawdown rate discussed above could not be assured.

Potentially available stocks

How much petroleum the industry needs to maintain its opera-
tions, and how much therefore is available for emergency ise, is
debatable. Current primary storage capacity within the United
States (at refineries, in pipelines, and at bulk terminals, is
over 1300 MMB. The largest part of stored oil is needed fit
"minimum operating levels." The National Pettnleim iZmincil
defines this as a level below which supplies are not available
for consumer use because they are required to fill tank bottoms
and pipelines and maintain normal operations. Shortaqes youli
begin if inventory fell below this level.

Comparing the "minimum" operating levels reqjiied as deftned
by the NPC) and actual inventories shows that 232 million barrels
were available on July 10, 1981, for crude oil and those products
analyzed by the NPC. l/ This amount compares favorably with the
177 MMB in the SPR as of mid-August 1981. The comparison does not
include almost 350 MMB of unfinished and other oils on hand. These
large inventories are about 100 to 200 M.48 above "normal" operating
levels. At least in part, they are the result of an unusual set of
circumstances including the oil market disorder accompanying the
Iranian revolution in 1979, the resulting large stock build-up, and
the unexpectedly sharp drop in U.S. demand in 1980 and 1981. A
return to a more stable world oil market and/or U.S. economic
recovery might very well result in a drawdown to a more normal
range (1100 to 1200 MMB). Should an import shortfall then occur,
the United States would have little surplus stock available to draw
down, as was the case when the Iranian shortfall occurred in
January 1979.

I/Some industry officials believe NPC's estimates, published
in December 1979, need to be updated. Some factors, such as
reduced demand for gasoline and home heating oil, may tend
to reduce minimum operating levels. Other factors, such as
increased demand for unleaded gasoline and jet fuel and new
pipeline capacity, tend to increase minimum operating levels.
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Recent role stocks have played

On a national and international level, a ptudent stock
management policy calls for stocks to be built up duting no:-
mal business times and dtawn down during a shortage. Nowevet,
industry cannot be counted on to follow such a policy. In fact,
prudent business behavior might suggest the opposite behavior
during disLuptions because disruptions engender confusion and
uncertainty. Furthermore, a profit maximization course for any
individual company might also suggest conserving stocks during
a distuption.

While inventory accumulations may not have caused recent oil
shortages, they probably made them worse. This is apparent in
the two major oil disruptions of the seventies, caused by the
1973-74 Arab oil embargo and the 1979 Iranian revolution. Both
shortages followed previously low inventories, high petroleum
demand growth, and a sharp drop in crude oil production. However,
net world-wide oil inventories actually increased both during
and after each drop in crude production.

The fact that stocks increased during past shortages does not,
of course, mean that the market was manipulated or even mismanaged.
With the advantage of hindsight, however, it is possible to argue
that the shortages in the United States could have been averted if
inventories had been better managed.

Current planning

As described earlier, DOE has authority (through September 30,
1981) to manage private stocks by requiring inventory adjustments
during a supply shortfall. However, this authority has never been
formally used and cannot now be properly implemented. If a supply
disruption were to occur now, DOE could not set valid company-
specific inventory levels. It is only iow developing plans and
procedures for establishing targets, but does not have the data
or enforcement resources to manage company inventories. It could
only establish some kind of uniform drawdown ratio or percentage
industry-wide. Because this kind of action is not tailored to
specific companies, DOE believes it could create a great number of
hardship cases and appeals.

In January 1981 DOE issued a draft Inventory Management Plan
outlining four options for drawing down stocks in the event of a
supply disruption. The plan states that the Department will develop
detailed national and company profiles of capacity, refinery utili-
zation, stocks, crude and product supply, and sales obligations.
Each option calls for a voluntary program followed by mandatory
orders if needed. The plan is a good first step in identifying
options, legal authorities, and staffing and data requirements.
However, numerous problems must be resolved before it is opera-
tional.
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Currently, some etfort is n.inq levoted to desiqning the
necessaLy data systems. iowevel , according to a DOe official,
the effort is being compli ated ty DOE's attempts to Sevelop
an overall information system fo petroleum balances. 7%is
system is being designed to replac scotes af antiquated D04
systems, many of which ate antelated to contingency planning
Until that effort is completed, it is difficult to determine
what additional data will be needed for stock mena9.sent
purposes. According to a DOE official, it could well be several
months before the systems are designed and then approved by the
Office of Management and Bdget.

Unaddressed and unresolved items include whete the additional
staff needed during a supply disruption would come from and how to
achieve international coordination of stock drawdownl. Such coot-
dination would greatly enhance the ultimate success of any stock
management plan. Without it, stock reductions i;a one country,
which would normally alleviate demand and price pressures on the
international market, coulP be offset by stock accumulations in
another country.

Finally, enforcing any of the options would be impossible
after the EPAA expires September 30, 1961. Obtaininq the standby
authority that DOE would need to implement a stock diewdown. how-
ever, has its disadvantages. Industry officials with whom we
spoke firmly believe that such standby authority, like mandatory
allocation authority, is a big disincentive for industry to main-
tain stocks above minimum operating levels. Companies believe
they should not bear the costs of obtaining and holding additional
oil if it may be allocated to other companies--especially at below-
market prices.
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--expediting the procedures to obtain exemptions
to the Powerplant and Industrial Fuel Use Act
to allow powetplants to burn natural gas;

--authorizing natural gas to displace oil through
its certification program;

-- asking State regulatory agencies to lift gas use
restrictions; and

-- requesting electric utilities, large industries
and Peereal facilities to switch to gas temporarily.

Mandatory measures which could displace between 183 and 328
MUD over a 12 month period are:

-- prohibiting oil use as a primary energy source in
utility and industrial facilities capable of using
natural gas;

-- seeking new legislation to regulate the production,
distribution, sale, and use of natural gas as required
for dealing with oil supply disruptions;

--exploring the feasibility of using the Defense
Production Act to allocate natural gas.

The oil-to-gas switching plan contains detailed implementa-
tion actions for all but the last two measures outlined above.
These potentially provide the largest savings, but are not devel-
oped to the point that they can be used effectively.

An assessment of gas availability is another important aspect
of an oil-to-gas switching program. DOE has not adequately assessed
the availability of gas supplies. DOE's draft plan analyzes gas
supplies for one scenario--an oil disruption beginning in January
1961 and lasting for six months. DOE concluded that gas supplies
could satisfy switching requirements estimated at 435 MBD under
this scenario. The NPC, in the only non-DOE study which addresses
surge gas potential, indicates that gas supplies available over the
near term could displace between 350 and 600 MBD of oil equivalent,
depending on the time of the year. Both DOE and the NPC believe
that gas availability could be a problem if a disruption takes
place during a severe winter because of transportation bottlenecks.
The *PC study indicates that a careful assessment of end-user
switching capacity, geographical areas where surge production
exists, and natural gas pipeline capacity would be required to
determine if transportation problems limit oil-to-gas switching
potential. We agree that this type of information is required
to better estimate the overall role of oil-to-gas switching.

In summary, while a good start has been made on this program,
there is no adequate oil-to-gas switching plan on the shelf.
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OIL-TO-COAL SWITCHING

Pursuant to the Powerplant and Industrial Fuel Use Act of
1978 and in order to reduce dependence on oil imports and maximize
use of domestic energy, DOE has pursued a program to encourage
permanent conversions fron oil to coal. The long-run plan is not
designed for energy emergencies.

However, U.S. vulnerability to oil shortages has drawn moire
attention to coal conversion as a potential option for dealing
with oil supply disruptions. The term oil-to-coal switching, as
used here, includes accelerating coal conversions in response to
a disruption and encouraging temporary substitution of coal fog
oil. DOE's June 1981 emergency coal conversion plan contains
measures which could potentially displace as much as 213 MBD by
the end of twelve months. However, much more planning and a major
effort to modify existing laws and regulations are required before
this program can be counted on for contingency purposes. Also,
DOE has identified several environmental, financial, and logistical
constraints to timely coal conversions, but has not proposed any
actions to remove them.

DOE's Emergency Oil-to-Coal Switching Program

According to DOE, three provisions of the Clean Air Act can
facilitate emergency coal conversions: (1) Section 110 can be
used to relax some requirements of State Implementation Plans
adopted in response to the Clean Air Act, as long as Federal
ambient air quality standards are attained and maintained; (2)
Section 113-d-5, which authorizes EPA to issue Delayed Compliance
Orders, allows plants prohibited from burning oil or gas to use
coal temporarily without having to comply with an applicable
State Implementation Plan while installing pollution control
equipment; (3) Section 110(f) authorizes the State governors to
temporarily suspend their State Implementation Plans for a maximum
of only four months. DOE's emergency coal conversion draft plan
contains four sets of measures based on these authorities which
can be implemented according to the severity of the oil supply
disruption. All of them basically address environmental
impediments.

While the measures could potentially displace up to 213 MBD
within twelve months, depending on the combination of actions
pursued, savings during the first six months of the program would
be considerably less, probably only 5 MBD, due to the time
required for implementation.

To achieve the maximum savings, relevant legal, environmental,
and regulatory constraints at the Federal and State levels must be
removed. DOE identified several Federal laws and State/local regu-
lations which would have to be changed, but did not outline a
specific strategy to accomplish this. This would require coor-
dination with EPA and Congress. Much time and effort are involved
in seeking changes to existing laws. Because of long lead times,
we believe that DOE's oil saving figures in the coal conversion
area are overstated.
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Ptogtam deficiencies

DOE's present plan lacks some basic elements which chat-
actegize a sound contingency plan and cannot be considered an
effective mechanism for dealing with an oil supply disruption.
Implementation schedules, actions to be taken before and during
the disruption, compliance and enfotcement mechanisms, and
resource requirements have not been specified.

Besides specific inadequacies of some individual measures,
DOE's draft plan does not addiess constraints to coal conversion
adequately. The plan only states that DOE will provide assistance
to *help identify specifi,- impediments to coal conversions and
that once identified, effotts will be made to eliminate them."
It is not cleat how or when this will be accomplished.

Because of the various flaws in the plan, It is unlikely
that the oil-to-coal conversion program can accomplish the level
of oil displacement anticipated ir DOE's draft plan in a timely
fashion. in summary, an effective coal conversion plan 1s far
from being ready.

ELECTRICITY SUPPLIES AND TRANSFERS

DOE has been working closely with industry in developing an
electricity sector emergency response plan. Recommended measures
include increasing electricity transfers from non-oil-fired units
and expediting licensing and startup of new nuclear and coal-
fired electric generating units. DOE believes that these measures
would save 242 MBD. More than half of the total could be achieved
within 12 months, mostly through transfers. Small savings are
expected from accelerating completion of coal-fired units, and
savings through accelerating start up of nuclear units, though
higher, could not be achieved quickly.

Regulatory and legislative requirements, along with consider-
able public opposition, could impede accelerated completion of
nuclear power plants. We believe that the procedures involved in
speeding up nuclear plants are so complex that this does not seem
to be a practical measure for contingency purposes.

The potential savings identified by DOE reflect current data
and may vary as time progresses. Factors that could change the
the potential include: availability of transmission capacity,
electricity demand, the number of plants scheduled for completion,
and the season when the disruption occurs.

While DOE's draft plan does not discuss the possibility of
negotiating agreements for additional electricity imports from
Canada or Mexico, the Department has been examining this option.
However, there are some uncertainties in this area and the
potential in the near term does not seem promising. Increasing
imports would depend on the willingness and ability of these
countries to export excess electricity to the United States.
The idea of negotiating agreements for additional imports may be
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difficult to pursue, especially if it involves maintaining or
developing excess capacity only for contingency purposes.
Prospects for increasing electricity imports ate limited in the
neat term because of generation and transmission constraints.
Canada has vast hydroelectric resources but developing them is
; longeg tem activity. The NPC report indicates that the
potential from Canada is limited in the neat term to about 35
NBD of oil equivalent. Additional electricity imports from
Mexico would involve considerable investment in facilities. A
number of institutional and regulatory constraints may also limit
the potential for increasing electricity imports. In the United
States, procedures age generally time consuming because a Presi-
dential ptmit, approval of several Federal and State agencies,
and public hearings are required. Thee may also be concern about
increasing U.S. dependency on imported enerjy sources.

In summary, progress has been made on electricity planning,
but the potential varies and some proposed measures may not be
plausible.

WAIVING CLEAN AIR STANDARDS TO ALLOW
RION SULFUR RESIDUAL PUEL OIL USE

High sulfur residual fuel oil is expected to be available to
replace other fuel oils in shorter supply during most disruptions.
Potential consumers of high sulfur residual oil are powerplants
and major industrial installations which currently use low sulfur
residual oil but have the technical capability of using high
sulfur oils. State Implementation Plans prepared in response
to requirements of the Clean Air Act generally prohibit the
burning of high sulfur oil.

DO has analyzed requirements for obtaining tempotary
suspensions of State Implementation Plans which would let high
sulfur residual oil be burned. To waive Clean Air Act standaras,
the emergency must be of such nature that it causes high levels
of unemployment or threatens a loss of residential energy
supplies. However, if implemented, these waivers would save
vety little oil, only 14 MBD, and involve time-consuming findings
and burdensome administrative procedures. Even this low estimate,
though, is based on the assumption that waivers remove all envi-
ronmental constraints on burning high sulfur residual oil. A
single waiver would save only 250 BD. DOE's draft identifies
three potential major environmental impacts: an increase of 1.3
million tons per year in sulfur emissions, increased sulfuric
acid resulting in acid rain far from the emission sources, and
damage to vegetation and human health.

In summary, using high sulfur residual oil appears difficult
to justify because very little oil would be displaced and the
envitonmental risk would be high.
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CHAPTER III

DISTRIBUTING THE REMAINING SHORTFALL--

DEMAND RESTRAINT AND ALLOCATION

Increasing oil supplies and substituting other energy sources
for lost oil are among the best ways to balance supply and demand
while lessening upward pressure on price. This is so because they
minimize, if not altogether eliminate, reductions in energy con-
sumption, and so minimize individual hardship and aggregate econ-
omic losses. To the extent that these measures cannot make up for
lost oil, the remaining shortfall must be managed by distributing
it among energy consumers. There are three principal ways to do
this: demand restraint, allocation and increasing energy prices.

Demand restraint, also known as emergency conservation, means
cutting consumption quickly when energy supplies are abruptly
curtailed. Demand restraint differs from conservation taken under
normal conditions to gradually reduce energy use because it must
be effective quickly. Unique among contingency measures because
it calls for direct participation by consumers, demand restraint
can be a valuable tool for emergency management. While DOE has
made many proposals since 1974, it currently has virtually no
demand restraint plans in standby status that could reduce
energy consumption in the event of a supply disruption. A few
measures are still on the books from past legislative efforts,
but DOE is moving away from Federal involvement in demand
restraint.

Allocating oil means distributing it in a different pattern
than would happen in an unfettered market. This requires govern-
ment intervention. It can be accomplished in many ways. Manda-
tory crude oil and petroleum product allocation, along with price
controls, were legislated by Congress during the 1973-1974 Arab
oil embargo. Congress initially intended that the programs be
temporary. However, Congress subsequently extended the con-
trols, which remained in operation until they were suspended
by the President in February 1981. Crude oil and product
allocation is still on the books, available for emergency use,
but authority for them is set to expire on September 30, 1981.
Both programs have been plagued by serious problems, and have
been accused of worsening past shortages.

An alternative to relying on allocation with or without price
control to distribute oil is to increase prices by letting them
rise to market-cleating levels or by using emergency taxes on crude
oil and petroleum products. The principal drawback to increased
prices is that in a significant disruption prices would soar and
many people would suffer. Some individuals would not even be able
to afford necessary heating and transportation fuel. In addition,
oil compinies would reap enormous windfall profits. In principle,
these neg.'tive effects could be largely overcome by taxing away the
unearned profits and rebating the increased government revenues to
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energy consumers. During the past few years the Executive has paid
increasing attention to the possibility of using market forces and
tax/rebate mechanisms to distribute whatever oil remains after
other contingency programs have been employed. However, to date
there are no standby programs available fox use. The only measure
the Government could put into effect that would increase pLices
quickly is an emergency fee on imported crude and products.

DEMAND RESTRAINT

Demand restraint programs are those which can be used to
reduce demand quickly when supplies are abruptly curtailed. 1/
To date, Federal legislative approaches to demand restraint plan-
ning--first under the Emergency Petroleum Allocation Act of 1973
(EPAA), then under the Energy Policy and Conservation Act (EPCA),
and finally under the Emergency Energy Conservation Act (EECA)--
have yielded little that the United States can rely on during an
energy emergency. Federal and State plans required under these
laws are almost nonexistent and procedures to implement existing
demand restraint programs are too cumbersome and time consuming.

EPAA authorities for demand restraint measures will expire
on September 30, 1981; EPCA authorities on June 30, 1985; and
EECA authorities on July 1, 1983.

As was shown in Table 1, the capability of present Federal
demand restraint measures is estimated at around 210-340 MBD.
Five measures have been established under these laws, but the
part that they play in DOE planning has not been prominent.
With the exception of the second, for which authority is about
to expire, these measures could, nonetheless, be implemented in
an emergency.

Minimum Fuel Purchase--This measure restricts retail motor fuel
purchases to certain minimum amounts. It was used by several
states during the Iranian shortfall and saved only a negligible
amount of fuel as a result of preventing inventory buildup. As a
disruption management tool, it may provide an effective means of
shortening gas lines. Both EPAA and EECA provide authority for
minimum fuel purchases. While authority provided by the former
will expire September 30, 1981, the latter will continue to
provide authority for this area.

Odd/Even Motor Fuel Sales--This restricts drivers to purchasing
fuel only on alternate days, depending on the last digit of their

1/This definition is provided to distinguish these programs from
conservation programs which have longer run goals of reducing
energy use. Although we make this distinction, not everyone
does. It is therefore necessary to keep in mind that titles
of laws and programs may contain language such as "emergency
conservation" but all programs discussed here fall under our
definition of demand restraint.
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license plate. Savings are estimated between 35 and 70 MBD
because of improved trip planning and some decrease in trips over
300 miles. Some States used this measure to help manage shortages
in 1979. Use of the measure is authorized by EPAA, so it will
not be available for Federal use if not reauthorized after September
1981.

55 MPH Speed Limit Enforcement--The national maximum speed limit
was first adopted as a temporary measure in January 1974 under the
Emergency Highway Energy Conservation Act and was made permanent
one year later by the Federal Aid Highway Amendments. The measure's
estimated emergency savings potential of 30-60 MBD results from
the expectation that increased enforcement of existing limits could
raise compliance from the current level of about 45 percent to 70
percent. The potential for savings will decrease with time, how-
ever, because the Surface Transportation Assistance Act of 1978
requires compliance rates to increase each year under normal condi-
tions. By the end of 1983, each State must achieve a minimum rate
of 70 percent. For speed limit enforcement to be effective as
an emergency measure, the differential between actual and potential
compliance rates must be large. As compliance goes up, savings
potential goes down.

Emergency Building Temperature Restrictions--This is the only
measure that was approved under EPCA. It is discussed in the
following section. Savings are estimated to be about 80 MBD.

Public Information Program--Authorized by the EECA Federal Plan,
this program would inform motorists about how to cope with a
gasoline shortage and maximize use of ride-sharing and public
transit. Savings are estimated between 65 and 130 MBD.

EPCA and EECA are too cumbersome

The Energy Policy and Conservation Act of 1975 (EPCA) required
the President to develop "one or more energy conservation contin-

gency plans" and to transmit them to the Congress within 180 days.
However, no plans were transmitted to Congress for 4 years. Then,
in 1979, three demand restraint plans were sent forward by Presi-
dent Carter in the midst of the Iranian oil supply shortfall.
These called for:

(1) limitations on outdoor advertising lighting;

(2) emergency building temperature restrictions; and

(3) restrictions on weekend gasoline sales.

Of the three, the emergency temperature restriction was the
only one that Congress approved. It was put into effect nationwide
in July 1979 and was operational until it was revoked by President
Reagan in February 1981. Although authority for this measure still
exists under EPCA, it would not do as much to help restrain fuel
demand during a future energy emergency because the standards con-
tinue to be observed by many commercial establishments. Future
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savings are estimated at about 80 MBD, or about half of those
previously experienced.

The Emergency Energy Conservation Act (EECA), passed in
November 1979, was developed as an alternative to the EPCA failure
to achieve adequate contingency programs. Under EECA, States
have a primary planning role. once the President finds that an
energy emergency exists or is imminent and publishes State energy
emergency targets, each State submits its own emergency demand
restraint plan to DOE. The law required DOE to establish a Standby
Federal Emergency Conservation Plan within 90 days, for backup
use in case States' plans were not acceptable or failed to achieve
the necessary savings.

However, although EECA encourages the States to submit their
plans without waiting for a supply disruption to occur, they are
not required to do so. In an emergency, it could be a minimum of
75 days before State plans are implemented. Furthermore, each
State is given at least 90 days to try its plan. If the State
plan was not effective, it would, therefore, be months after the
energy emergency before the Federal Plan could be imposed. In
all, the Federal Plan probably could not be imposed for at least
165 days, as shown by the following table.

TIMETABLE OF EVENTS LEADING TO THE IMPLEMENTATION OF
EMERGENCY ENERGY CONSERVATION PLANS UNDER EECA

EVENT TIME ALLOWED

President determines a severe No Limit
energy supply interruption exists
or is imminent

President establishes monthly No Limit
emergency energy conservation
targets for each State.

States submit emergency conser- 45 Days
vation plans to DOE (maximum*)

DOE reviews plans and approves 30 Days
(or rejects) each plan (maximum)

State implements plan on a trial 90 Days
basis. DOE finds that plan is or (minimum)
is not achieving Federal targets
for reduced consumption

President confers with State governor No Limit
about ways the State can meet its targets. __________

President imposes standby Federal plan 165 days
on State. (probable minimum)

*Can be extended by DOE.
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Fifty-seven States and territories are supposed to submit
plans if fuel supplies are disrupted. This procedure would be
cumbersome under the best circumstances, but in an emergency,
when response times are critical, it seems unreasonable to allow
such lengthy delays. In addition, if a State is dissatisfied with
any aspect of the Federal decision about targets or the accept-
ability of State plans, the State can appeal to the Federal
courts. If the court decides for the State, demand restraint
actions could be suspended unless the Federal Government wins
on appeal.

The Federal Plan is inadequate-
State -Plans are not ready

The Standby Federal Emergency Energy Conservation Plan is
intended to provide guidance for States preparing their plans and
as a backup. The Plan has never been completed. An interim final
version, published in February 1980, contained nine measures for
Federal or State use and identified additional measures for the
States to consider. 1/ The nine Federal measures, with the excep-
tion of one, addressed only gasoline use. One measure was with-
drawn in April 1980, and six more were proposed to be withdrawn
in February 1981. The two remaining measures are a public infor-
mation program to encourage reduced motor fuel use and minimum
automobile fuel purchases.

The Plan is totally inadequate. DOE itself estimates minimal
savings from the two measures that remain. Furthermore, both
measures address motor fuel use only, although EECA requires that
plans be developed for other fuels, including home heating oil,
and any energy sources which may be in short supply.

Numerous problems have plagued the Federal program. Staffing
has never reached authorized levels and remains uncertain; funding
has been negligible. Coordination efforts with States, the public,
industry, and other Federal agencies have been minimal, Voluntary
conservation targets, established by DOE to inform States about
the procedures and test the systems, have set poor examples. when,
in February 1981, DOE proposed to withdraw all but two of the mea-
sures in its interim plan, the country was left with a void in the

* leadership of Federal demand restraint programs. The plan, in

1/The Federal Plan, as referred to here, includes those nine
measures which DOE set out in the Federal Register on February 7,
1980. Five of the nine were final rules, while the other four
were proposed rules. This means that only the five final rules
were authorized for Federal implementation under EECA. When the
Plan was later modified, in February 1981, DOE withdrew all
the proposed rules and indicated its intention to eliminate three
of the five final rules. However, DOE has never taken final
action to eliminate them.
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effect, provides nothing to fall back on. DOE apparently
trusts the States to develop their own plans while providing them
little guidance and no funding. State plans, however, are not
ready.

Under EECA, the Federal Plan may not be implemented in any
State until that State has had adequate opportunity to try out its
own plan. Although the States are encouraged by the legislation
to prepare their plans immediately and submit them to DOE for
advance tentative approval, they have received discouragement
from DOE. Funding has been promised and withdrawn several times.
DOE has not established a procedure or even a set of criteria for
approving state plans. State energy offices are anxious that they
may lose what expertise they have accumulated if funding is not
provided. Not surprisingly, one year after EECA, only 3 States
had submitted a tentative plan to DOE.

A DOE survey revealed that most States had begun some kind
of plan, but representatives of State organizations, testifying
before the House Committee on Government Operations, Subcommittee
on Environment, Energy and Natural Resources, in September 1980,
indicated that this "planning" on the part of the States was not
significant--most States were not really working on plans and
would not do so until Federal funds were available. Some FY 1981
funding was made available and all of the States complied with
the provisions for requesting it, but additional funds were sub-
sequently withdrawn.

The States are not actually required to submit their plans
until after the President finds that an emergency exists or is
imminent and publishes State energy targets. DOE spokesmen say
that if an emergency were declared tomorrow, the States would not
be able to prepare plans within the 45 days allotted. This means
that the Federal Plan would have to take over. The Federal Plan,
however, as discussed above,is proposed to contain only two rela-
tively ineffective measures.

While the exact potential of demand restraint to save oil is
* unknown, we believe it is significant. For example, in early 1981

the National Petroleum Council's study of U.S. emergency pre-
paredness identified potential savings at about 1.37 MMBD. Fur-
thermore, demand restraint planning is an important part Of Our
commitment to international contingency planning. It is also a
valuable deterrent to panic and hoarding at the start of a crisis.
DOE has been unwilling or unable to develop credible demand re-
straint plans. We believe that the primitive state of planning,
6 years after the first law requiring comprehensive demand re-
straint programs, is totally unacceptable.

In summary, both the legal framework ind Federal demand
restraint planning efforts must be completely revised.
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ALLOCATION

As noted at the start of this chapter, allocating oil means
distributing it in a different pattern than would happen in an
unfettered market. It can take many forms. Available crude can
be allocated among refiners and regions of the country according
to national priorities and equity considerations. Refiners can
be left free to produce what they wish or can be told to produce
certain kinds and amounts of products. In turn, reduced supplies
of product can be allocated among wholesalers and retailers accord-
ing to various schemes. In its extreme form--rationing--allocation
extends all the way to the end user.

Crude oil allocation

Authority for general domestic allocation will expire with
the expiration of EPAA on September 30, 1981. This statute
provided authorization for two crude oil allocation programs, a
mandatory and a standby mandatory program. The standby mandatory
program was designed to cope with significant oil market disrup-
tions. DOE substantially revoked both programs on April 3, 1981,
as a result of the President's Executive Order 12287 of January
28, 1981, which exempted crude oil and refined petroleum products
from price and allocation regulations.

Section 251 of the Energy Policy and Conservation Act of
1975 (EPCA) authorizes the President to take action to implement
U.S. obligations under the International Energy Program (ILP)
relating to the mandatory allocatin of oil. (For a discussion
of the IEP and allocation, see pp. 38-42.) The standby mandator
crude oil allocation regulations have provided for the activation
of the standby program on the activation of the IEP, unless
do-termined otherwise by the Secretary of Energy. Given the liKe-
lihood that the two programs would be implemented concurrently,
DOE provided for the integration of standby domestic programs wit
the Emergency Sharing System of the IEP.

In its April 3, 1981, action, DCE left in place certain
standby mandatory domestic allocation and pricing regulations.
These regulations provide for the domestic pricing and allocation
of crude oil which may be necessary to carry out U.S. obligations
under the IEP. DOE's General Counsel recently advised "s that
these regulations will continue in effect after September 3u,
1481, the expiration date of EPAA, since they are also authorized
under Section 251 of EPCA. GAj is presently examining [,OE's
authority to use Se tion i51 to establish such a domestic alluca-
tion program.

The Standty Mandatory
Crude Oil Allocation Proyram

Recognizing that the existing regular and emergenct buy aei
irrgrams would nut deal adequately with a jeneralized ctjde )ii
shortage DOE adopted, in Januar 1474, a Standb'1 Mandatoc "rtce
Oil Allocation Program. In the event _,t a supply ,isruption, the
Administrator of oOE's Economic hegdiat,)r t Administrat on uou!
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activate any one of three options which he decides is most appro-
priate in the particular circumstances. The options were designed
to increase the number of refiners eligible to buy and sell crude
oil under the Buy/Sell Program thereby assuring all refiners of
proportional supplies of crude.

Program readiness

In 1979 and in early 1980, the emergency provisions of the
regular program were activated in response to the Iranian short-
fall. DOE increased allocations from an average of about 20 MBD
in 1978 to about 300 MBD in the fourth quarter of 1979. Certain
large refiners sued DOE, claiming that purchases of high-priced
crude, required to meet their obligations under the program, were
not fully compensated by the pricing provisions of the program.
However, the program did supply certain small refiners which would
have otherwise been unable to obtain sufficient crude to run their
refineries or would have been completely dependent on the spot
market for supplies.

The standby mandatory crude oil allocation program has
never been invoked during an actual crude oil shortage. However,
portions of the proposed regulations were subjected to a simula-
tion test in April, May, and June of 1978. DOE pronounced the
program "sound and workable" on the basis of the simulation
exercise. However, this judymer was not unanimous among DOE
officials responsible for administering the test and monitoring
the results. Moreover, many important components of the standby
program including the pricing provisions, actual exchanges of
cruae oil among refiners, deadlines for filing data and complet-
ing transactions, directed sales, and product importer allocation
provisions were not tested.

Serious problems with the standby program became evident
both in the simulation test and in public hearings held by ERA
during the last two years. Some of these problems have been
addressed by DOE; others have not. Each of the three standby
)ptions contains potential weaknesses that threaten to overwhelm
FkA's capacity to administer the program and undermine the goals
,t etticient and equitable allocation of crude oil to refiners.

rxciFniinq the number of applicants could result in a huge
.(, r-a s ir r-quests for emergency allocations, each of which
r.,,, , jetaiied xamination of the applicant's crude oil

/ ,,ri, aqsitlVA costs. Also, by expanding the class of
. d.i.. rlt ineLs, many ,f whom operate less efficient

.- *' , - * -,., ' , stan dty , tlons could result in the use of
, V ,. , -t -- d tesuit which does not serve the na-

........ '- . [A , ,t ,.iso noted that increasing the number
*.......: .. , q. !*' .. ,, 0, ! ,-Ia i tre universe of sellers

.i ace ,, fl,)pu tlonate burden on the

, W nt,..,z ,. t.? I-t would be permitted

S .: * , ' . r r. li . ir r.t ruouqt -rude oil
" * '* . ' , ' " . t i . i at ion kate (NL'R)



If a refiner had more crude oil than dictate I by the- NWe, re wou.,
be reqiiired to sell the excess to a refiner wittuut ernuqf. rude
to reach the NUR. DOE has acknowledged that requiliny tet ierrh
to sell all crude oil they acquire above a given amk.r'l w;,,,-1
reduce the refiner's incentive to seek additiona! , t ide.

The use of the acquisitioni cost 1-i ik ing mecharvisb is s.L 4,
to two particular drawbacks during d wrlidwide -tadv .1. s..
shortage. While pricing allocated crude at actual .(,t pt.,-..i..
an incentive for the refiner-selier to acquire incte'menta. ,,.,-
umes of crude on the world market, it removes the inictnti t, t
seek the lowest possible price for incremental supp.ies. Tt. ,

lack of incentive could be a source of upward ptessute .r i.
prices and could reduce the value of the 1.roqraw. t, tiii: . .

DOE acknowledged the above criticisms -,t the slanot, mdhdo-t. i.
crude oil allocation program, and on November ib, 1979, 1I.rejazed
amendments intended to address them. Folluwiri4 d _.utli ieafirtq
on December 13, 1979, however, DOE decided 1ot ti adoL.t %!.y )I t I
recommended changes.

In summary, deficiencies in the standby crude u1. a~lk.Vatitr
program have never been corrected. Furthermore, duttf.u ity t.r
general domestic allocation regulations will ex1re Ly 'JctuL
1981, unless extended by Congress. DU)E recently jdvisti (;A(- tr.at
regulations for the domestic allocation of oil tu carry out L .s.
obligations under the IEP will continue in effect after Septerrbae
30, 1981, the expiration date of EPAA. GAO is presently exarriniry
DOE's authority to use Section 251 to establish such a domestic
allocation program.

The Cabinet Council on National Resources and Environment
recently recommended to the President that the administration
should oppose enactment of some form of petroleum regulatory
authority for essential emergency services to replace EPAA when
it expires at the end of September 1981. Concerning our interna-
tional sharing obligation, it recommended development of a plan,
based on EPCA authority, for fair sharing among U.S. oil companies
which the President could use if he deemed it necessary to meet
our obligations. At about the same time DOE issued a report
stating that it plans to develop a contingency plan for a limited
crude oil "fairsharing" system to backstop voluntary offers, for
activation should the President deem it necessary to meet our
international obligations. The aim of this system will be to
assure U.S. oil companies that the burden of supplying oil to the
LEA sharing syster will be shared equitably, if necessary through
government ordered transfers of crude oil among them. It will be
a very narrow system in order to minimize adverse effects on
market decision-making and efficiency.

However, until such a system is developed and in-place on a
standby basis, the U.S. ability to effectively meet IEP obligations,
should they arise, will not be assured.
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The 1979 shortfall exIerience

The standby petroleum product allocation provisions were us ed
tor gasoline duriny the 1979 Iranian dstuption. Our review of

the program's operation concluded that the t~otar. tailed to meet
its intended objectives and was s seriously tawed that a .3 o
overhaul was needed before better results could be expected. i

However, we concluded that the standby gasoline allocaton
program had not had a fair test since I t was not significantly
revised until the midst of the 1979 gas shortage, and those re-
visions were quick fix" remedies. This made industry compliance
with the changes difficult and also made it hard for DOE to monitor
and enforce the regulations. As a result, the program did not
adequately coordinate the actions of refiners and prime suppliers
to assure equitable distribution of gasoline supplies throughout
the United States. Long delays in ERA or Office of Hearings and

Appeals actions on requests for revised base period volumes and
new supplier/purchaser relationships were common. The 1979 ex-
perience also showed that the regular staff was not able to
handle the heavy workload which suddenly developed.

H/U.S. General Accounting Office, "Gasoline Allocation: A Chaotic

Program in Need of Overhaul," EMD-80-34, April 23, 1980.
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GAU evaluations ut state set-asides after the 1979 emergency
found that they were nut effectively mdnaged. We found wide
variations among the States in definitions of emergencies and
hardships and the criteria tot allocating set-aside supplies.
Some of this contusion was due to DOE's failure to provide pro-
jram guidance and review necessary to promote more effective
program administrat Ion.

DOE was not prepared to audit compliance with allocation
teyulations at the start of the 1979 shortage. Subsequent audits
and partial audits of refineries and product resellers conducted
i) DUE and GAO found numerous instances of noncompliance at all
.evels of the oil industry. All in all, GAO found that gasoline
di A,)%. t 1Wt was 'ta-'Lt I , arid needeu t. t,t _vet hauled.

kesponding to out and other analyses, DE began a rulemaking
t, return the alulcatrion system. When the President decontrolled
,rude oil and petruleurr products in January 1981, the allocation
anu price cuortrui regulations and the rilemaking itself were
suspended.

Ii, summary, autnority tot product allocation domestically
exires at tht- end of Septemtet 981. Because the effort to
im, rove tte systen, was suspended, it the authority is extended
and the systen, activated thereafter, the Nation can look forward
to the same kind of chaos allocation produced during the Iranian
shot t t a I i.

Gasoline ration in.9

The Emergency Energy Conservation Act of 1979 amended the
Energy Poli.y and Conservation Act and required that the Adminis-
tration submit a rationing plan to Congress (in addition to one
that Congress had turned down in May 1979). The current plan
was submitted in June 1980, and effectively approved the fol-
lowing month.

As adopted, the two primary aims of the Standby Gasoline
Rationing Plan are to meet essential needs, such as agriculture

and emergency services, and that by and large, motorists in each
State incur the same percentage reduction in gasoline. In the
event of a 20 percent shortfall and the implementation of the
rationing plan, the Department of Energy calculates that priority
users would receive 90 percent of their base period use, firms
and businesses 80 percent, and individual motorists 70 percent.
On these calculations, most private Americans would receive
about 42 gallons per month per vehicle.

However, the Administration's recent decision to eliminate
funds for pre-implementation, and problems inherent in the design
of the system, ensure the plan would not be operational if a
disruption occurred. Even more important, authority for gasoline
rationing will expire on September 30, 1981.
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How the rationing plan would have worked

The total amount of ration rights to gasoline would be
calculated for each State based on a formula taking account of
the historical use of gasoline in each State. Individuals with
validly registered motor vehicles would receive an allotment for
each vehicle. The number of allotments would be limited, probably
to 3 per household. State Ration Reserves would be established
for use by State and local offices in issuing hardship allotments.
States would have considerable discretion in the use of their
ration reserves, subject to general DOE standards and guidelines.
Ration allotments would be issued in the form of Government ration
checks, which could be exchanged for ration coupons. Checks would
be issued in advance of each ration period.

DOE would permit the sale or transfer of ration rights. No
price or other controls would be imposed on this market except
as needed to prevent abuse or disruption of the rationing program.
DOE would have the authority to buy or sell ration rights to main-
tain the balance between the number of ration rights outstanding
and the supply of gasoline, and to ensure the availability of
ration riyhts where needed.

Rationing plan status

Until funds were eliminated, the plan was in the "pre-
implementation" (planned) stage. In order to bring rationing
to full readiness, pre-implementation called for two consecutive
actions:

--developing and instituting a detailed plan for managing
the entire pre-implementation effort, and

--completing 16 specific tasks ranging from obtaining an
updated vehicle registration list to producing ration
checks and coupons.

DOE hoped to complete the pre-implementation phase within
I year, but the administration's decision to not continue funding
and to not seek renewal of authority for rationing have
put pre-implementation in limbo.

In order to actually implement the rationing plan, the
President must determine that this action is required by a severe
energy interruption or is necessary to comply with obligations
of the United States under the International Energy Program. A
severe shortage is defined by law as a 20-percent shortfall likely
to last 30 days or more which is not manageable under other emer-
yency authorities. The shortage must be expected to jeopardize
the national economy, health, or safety. An obligation arising
out of the International Energy Program must have comparable
adverse implications. If the administration is unable to affirm
with certainty that the shortfall will reach the 20-percent trig-
ger, the President may request implementation of the plan, subject
to approval by both houses of Congress.
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Unanswered questions

Equity - Motorists and other gasoline users in one State are
expected to experience about the same relative reduction in the
amount of gasoline as users in another State. However, intra-
state differences in gasoline use may well be as great as those
found among the States. Intra-state inequities between rural
and urban areas might be greater, and hardships greater, than
among States. For example, take a low consumption State like
Illinois. Even here there will be many high-volume consumers
of gasoline, especially in rural areas. Since the ration will
be equal--and low--for all consumers in Illinois the high volume
consumers will face the choice of buying a great many expensive
coupons on the white market or going without gasoline. Of course,
the opposite is also true. A low-volume consumer in a high con-
sumption State like Texas would have a great many excess coupons
and would reap a considerable windfall by selling them. It is
not at all obvious why such a system is more equitable than
markets where people adjust their consumption according to the
price at the pump.

Price control - Rationing implies some form of price control
and allocation of products by DOE. If the price of gasoline
were simply allowed to rise to a market-clearing level, the
limited supply would be distributed on the basis of price, an
alternative rationing is designed to avoid. In fact, ration
coupons and rights are expected to trade freely on a "white
market" and their price when bought or sold will represent the
difference between the base price of gasoline and the market
clearing price for the amount sold on the white market. It is

* difficult to see how a base price can be maintained without
price controls on oil; and price controls, in our view, work
against the important goals of reducing consumption and encour-

* aging fuel switching.

Diesel fuel - Diesel fuel has been excluded from the present
plan, because it is interchangeable with home heating oil. The
Department considers that compliance with diesel fuel rationing
could be enforced only at intolerable costs. However, with the
rapid increase in diesel autos, competition between commercial
trucks and personal cars may be severe.

operatineThs -Inteaionig tan teie itll wouimlmtaed
TO fiimelnest-ifae thatioing pold akee ful prntsipemnted

DoffraicialTs esimtedva thatgrhhtm it would take 3mnh optit
to receive oil in transit. Concrete steps might be necessary
well in advance of that, therefore, to avoid immediate reactions
such as hoarding in anticipation of a physical shortage. An effec-
tive gasoline allocation program could be used to help deal with
this problem. However, the present program is not effective and
the authority for it is expiring soon.

Workability of the Government rationing plan - One element
crucial to the success of rationing is matching distribution of
both ration coupons and gasoline. No system was designed to
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match the distribution of gasoline and coupons. The problem in
that rationing would be based on historical use patterns. But
during a disruption, use patterns may be radically different.
Furthermore, with prices of gasoline controlled, there will be
no incentive for suppliers to shift gasoline to where demand is
high. Here again, there is every reason to suspect that gasoline
may not be available vhere the coupons are.

The information upon which the distribution is to be based
may be difficult to obtain on a tamely basis. A data base
including State motor vehicle registration files is called for
during pre-implementation, but has been suspended. Furthermore,
DOE says it may contain up to 20 percent errors. There is also
the question of whether priority and business users wall be pre-
registered, arid if not, how much delay will be caused by est&-
blishing their ration rights.

Finally, the logistical problems are immnense. Coupons
would form a second currency; more than twice as many coupons
as units of paper currency would be in circulation. The oppor-
tunities for fraud and counterfeiting would be large; the
needed bureaucracy at tne Federal, State, and local livels is
also tremendous. All in all, the system may be unworkable, or
at least extremely clumsy.

Costs of rationing

By DOE's calculation, pre-implementation would have probably
cost $103 million. Preliminary DOE estimates of the annual cost
of readiness maintenance range between $25 and $39 million.
Mobilization costs, covering the period (90 days or less) between
the time when rationing is authorized until it actually starts,
are estimated at $463.8 million. Once rationing is in effect,
DOE estimates quarterly costs at $474.4 million.

The private sector will also experience costs. Rationing
prse will impose an additional burden on a variety of businesses

and Tiidividuals such as the operators of gas stations who will
have to keep track of coupons as well as money. These private
sector costs, though real, have not been quantified.

In summary, gasoline rationing is not and will not be
available for use in a disruption for the foreseeable future.
And even if it were ready, gasoline rationing is a poor way to
equitably share the short supplies.
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CHAPTER IV

COORDINATING 9N9Rl 9MC¥ POLICIES AT THE

IrrEIROATIONAL LEVEL

An inteinationally coordinated response to oil market
distuptions Is very important to both U.S. energy emergency
ptepatedness and bgo~det U.S. intetests as well.

The fundamentally international character of the oil market
makes coordinated multilateral action inherently mote effective

than unilateral action. What other nations do to cope with dis-
ruptions will affect the results of out domestic contingency
programs and hence out ability to weather an oil shortfall with
minimal adverse impacts. Pot example, if othex oil-dependent
countries build substantial emergency tesetves and draw them down

during a disruption, or if they establish and implement effective
demand restraint programs, competition for scarce oil supplies in
the international market will be considerably reduced. Without
such actions, competition for these supplies will increase, and
less oil may be available to the United States. Furthermore,
competition for scarce supplies will increase upward pressure on
oil prices, further damaging the United States economy, both
during and after the disruption.

International coordination would also be crucial if a poli-
tically motivated oil disruption was targeted on the United States.
The 1973-1974 Arab oil embargo is a case in point. Participating
in an international contingency program that includes oil sharing
among the members may enable us to better cope with embargoes
targetted against us, since we could be the beneficiary of shared
supplies. In more general disruptions we would usually share our
oil with other countries.

Nearly all our allies are even more vulnerable to oil supply
interruptions than we are. Should Europe and Japan be cut off
from oil, their prosperity and stability and that of the entire
international economic and political order could be jeopardized.
Consequently, it makes sense for the United States to encourage
other nations to establish strong contingency programs that will
enable them to manage oil disruptions. International programs
provide a means for both encouraging such activities and coor-
dinating them with our own to help ensure maximum benefits for
all.

Recognizing these kinds of considerations, the United States
took the lead in 1974 in promoting the creation of the Interna-
tional Energy Agency (IEA). 3ince then, the IEA has been the
centerpiece of U.S. efforts to coordinate international emergency
preparedness for oil disruptions. Twenty-one industrialized
countries have now subscribed to the IEA's International Energy
Program (IEP).
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The current IEA emergency programs would be useful to help
member nations cope with disruptions, but they do not go far
enough. Existing programs are not sufficiently ready and are not
strong enough to deal with the full range of disruption contingen-
cies.

The United States has not effectively integrated its domestic
contingency planning and programs with its IEA commitment. IEA
emeLgency programs require each country to be capable of restrain-
ing demand by 10 percent and to maintain emergency reserves equi-
valent to 90 days of net oil imports. The United States has done
neither. Consequently, in a major oil supply disruption that
affects all IEA nations, one of two things is likely. Either we
do not fully honor our obligations to other IEA countries, which
would damage our broad economic, political, and national security
relationships, or we honor our commitments, sustaining a greater
supply shortfall than we would if properly prepared--with all the
adverse economic consequences that the latter implies.

THE EMERGENCY SHARING SYSTEM

A particularly noteworthy feature of the IEP is the Emergency
Sharing System (ESS) designed to respond to an oil shortage of 7
percent or more to one or more member countries. The system's
success depends on individual members implementing agreed upon pLo-
grams and adhering to their emergency sharing commitments. There
are three important aspects of the ESS: international allocation
of available oil supplies, demand restraint, and emergency Leserves.

Each participating country subjects its oil supplies to
international allocation during an emergency, thereby sutenderLing
partial control of a critical resource. This commitment takes
into account each nation's total oil supply, not just its imports.
Thus, those countries with substantial domestic oil production--
the United States, Canada, and the United Kingdom--include produc-
tion in the calculation of how oil is to be shared in the event
of a shortfall.

However, given the very considerable dependence of the IEA
nations as a group on oil imports, it is clear that allocation
alone is not sufficient to cope with energy emergencies. Recog-
nizing this, the IEP requires each country to have a program of
oil demand restraint measures enabling it to reduce its oil con-
sumption by between 7 and 10 percent, depending on the severity
of the shortfall. Each participating country also agrees to
maintain emergency reserves equal to at least 90 days of net oil
imports.

Capability for dealing
with oil supply disruptions

In 1980 the Secretary of Energy stated that the United
States must be prepared to deal with oil supply shortfalls of
less than 1, 1 to 3, and 4 to 6 MMBD and lasting foL one year.
For the IEA as a whole these would represent shortfalls of less
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than 3, 3 to 8, and 11 to 16 NNBD. The scenarios toughly corre-
spond to the loss of one medium volume oil-producing country in
the Persian Gulf, the loss of a major pLoducet o: three medium
volume countries, and the catastrophic loss of neatly all Persian
Gulf exports, respectively.

The potential of the ESS to cope with oil supply disruptions
of roughly these magnitudes is illustrated in the following table.

POTENTIAL CAPABILITY OF lEA EMERGENCY SHARING SYSTEM
TO HANDLE VARIOUS SIZED OIL DISRUPTIONS9 BEGINNING

IN 1981 AND LASTING MOR ONE YEAR

lEA Oil Supply Shortfall

3.5 MMBD 7.0 MMBD 12.0 MMBD

Pre-Disruption Available Oil
Supply and Base Period Final
Consumption (1980) 35.5 35.5 35.5

Minus Demand Restraint Obli-
gation - 2.5 - 3.6 - 3.6

Equals IEA Permissible
Consumption 33.0 31.9 31.9

Minus Emeigency Reserves
Drawdown Obligation - 1.0 - 3.4 - 8.4

Equals Available Supply During
Dis uption 32.0 28.5 23.5

Number Months Emergency Reserves
Would Last if Fully Drawn Down 63.1 Mos. 18.5 Mos. 7.5 Mos.

Number Months Emergency
Reserves Would Last if Drawn
Down Halfway 31.5 Mos. 9.3 Mos. 3.8 Mos.

As the table shows, a fully operational Emergency Sharing
System could easily cope with an oil supply disruption of 3.5
MHBD. Demand restraint programs would absorb 2.5 MMBD and
emergency reserves could absorb the remaining shortfall for 63
months--fat longer than the postulated 12 month disruption. A
fully functioning ESS could also handle a 7 MNBD disruption.
Demand restraint would offset about one-half of the shortfall
and emergency reserves could offset the temainder as long as 18
months.
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Even a fully operational ESS could not, however., handle the
worst case disruption. Emergency reserves would be exhausted in
about 7 months. Clearly, other actions would have to be taken
to offset the shortfall before this point was reached, such as
increasing the level of mandatory demand restraint.

As stated, the table illustrates the potential of the ESS to
offset oil supply disruptions. In fact, there are problems with
the allocation system, demand restraint, and emergency reserves
programs which currently make the actual case less than ideal.

Problems with the ESS allocation ! stem

On paper, oil sharing appears straightforward and relatively
easy to implement. In fact, however, numerous problems must be
addressed before international allocation can be counted on.

Data problems have probably been the most pervasive. The
complex system relies heavily on accurate and up-to-date informa-
tion on how the oil market is behaving.

The international Oil market consists of many oil exporting
and importing nations, and a much larger number of oil companies
and middlemen engaged in the oil trade. The IEA needs data on
member countries' indigenous oil production, imports, exports,
inventories, and stocks at sea for both crude oil and petroleum
products. It gets its information from both reporting oil compa-
nies and member nation governments. Presently, 47 oil companies
pratiipgabte in erctivtis buoopnesfnln the fewol'oivlutremanyn
patradigabt 80 ercenvtis ofopneshnln the fewolsoivlutrly nin
20 percent of the oil trade do not directly participate in the
system. This large gap could significantly affect the operation
and success of the ESS.

Three simulated tests and recent IEA experience with activa-
ting of emergency information system components revealed numerous
data problems. For. example, the latest and most extensive test of
the system resulted in serious data discrepancies that the IEA
Secretariat could not resolve. The IEA sought to resolve the
discrepancies by guessing, a most arbitrary technique. A March
1981 ERA staff report assessing the allocation test results con-
cluded that the IEA data system cannot now function properly.
In a real emergency, arbitrary balancing by the lEA would be
highly controversial, which in turn could result in a breakdown
of the ESS.

A related question concerns how objective oil companies or
member countries may be in providing forecast supply and demand
information. During a disruption, market conditions and access
to supplies will be very uncertain. Given the high stakes involved,
companies may submit overly pessimistic forecasts of their supplies
and report their current supply situation late if it is favorable.
This behavior could lead to significant distortions in the lEA's
calculation of allocation rights and obligations, which in turn
could impede allocation of oil to the nations most in need. Since
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the IEA does not seek to systematically verify the accuracy of
data submitted to it, this is a possibility.

In addition to data problems, price disputes between IEA
member countries can occur which might delay or disrupt the
allocation process. Unless the companies or countries involved
can reach agreement through arbitration or other means, it is
likely the oil will not be diverted according to the allocation
formula.

In July 1980 the IEA established a Dispute Settlement Center
to arbitrate price disputes between oil companies during inter-
national oil allocations. However, agreement by oil companies
to use the Center is voluntary, and in any case, the Center does
not address price disputes between IEA member countries. DOE
officials have stated that they would not force a U.S. oil company
to divert oil to meet U.S. allocation obligations unless the other
company agreed beforehand to use a mutually acceptable price
dispute mechanism.

Another potentially serious problem with the allocation
system is whether the member governments can ensure that their
oil companies will receive a "fair share" of the remaining oil
available t6 that country. If the United States does not have
a domestic allocation system, U.S. company participation in
voluntary sharing may be in jeopardy. EPAA authority for general
domestic crude oil allocation in the United States expires after
September 30, 1981. According to a DOE opinion, concurred in by
the Department of Justice, section 251 of the EPCA provides the
President with the independent authority to establish a limited
domestic allocation program to meet U.S. allocation obligations
to the lEA. Furthermore, DOE advised GAO that certain standby
mandatory domestic allocation and pricing regulations, which
may be necessary to carry out U.S. obligations under the IEP,
will continue in effect after September 30, 1981, since they
are authorized under section 251 of EPCA. GAO is presently
examining DOE's authority to use Section 251 to establish such
a domestic allocation program.

DOE recently issued a report stating that it plans to develop
a contingency plan for a limited crude oil "fairsharing" system to
backstop voluntary offers, for activation should the President deem
it necessary to meet our international obligations. The aim of
this system will be to assure U.S. oil companies that the burden of
supplying oil to the lEA sharing system will be shared equitably,
if necessary through government ordered transfers of crude oil
among them. It will be a very narrow system in order to minimize
adverse effects on market decision-making and efficiency. However,
until such a system is developed and in-place on a standby basis,
the U.S. ability to effectively meet IEP obligations, should
they arise, will not be assured.

one other problem with the allocation system deserves
mention. Although the small lEA staff would be assisted by
oil company personnel during an emergency, it is questionable
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whether the combined staff could handle the workload involved
in a severe disruption that involved allocations.

Problems with the ESS
emergency reserves program

The ESS' ability to cope with oil interruptions depends
largely on member nations' emergency reserves. Most member
nations do not maintain emergency reserves of 90 days net oil
imports as the IEP stipulates. They are able to avoid doing
so because of the way in which the IEP has defined emergency
reserves.

The IEP states that the emergency reserve commitment can be
satisfied by oil stocks, fuel switching capacity, and standby oil
production. However, oil stocks are all that would be available
to satisfy this requirement for most IEA nations. Oil stocks
include crude oil, major prodicts, and unfinished oils held in
refinery tanks, bulk terminals, pipeline tankage, barges, etc.

The present IEA definition allows serious overstatement of
true emergency reserves, since it counts industry inventories
that are working stocks used for normal operations. If one sub-
tracts from actual stock levels estimated supplies required for
working level purposes, remaining oil stocks available for emer-
gencies are considerably less than the IEA emergency reserves
requirement. As shown below, in early 1981 Japan had only
54 days, the United States 58, and the the European nations 78.
(The situation was considerably worse than that in early 196C.)
Because Etocks actually available for emergencies are less than
90 days, the ability of the IEA to cope with oil supply disrup-
tions is diminished.

IEA* EEACECY RESEWES EUIRET, ACRIUAL OIL S tXXS,
AND STOCKS THAT POSSIBLY COULI) BE USED IN Et.EEGE2NCIES, 1981

Estimated
Estimated Number
Minimum IEA Emer- Estimated Days Oil
Working gency Oil Stocks Stocks
Level Oil Actual Reserves Ihich Could hich Could
Stocks Oil Stock Require- Be Used In Be Used In
R equired levels ment Emergencies Emergencies
(MMB) (MMB) (MeE) (MEE) (Days)

IEA Europe 513 1223 819 710 78.0

United States 996 1390 603 394 58.8

Japan 225 501 459 276 54.1

*TAL 1734 3114 1881 1380 66.0

*Excludes Australia, Canada, and New Zealand.

NaE: See Volume II, Chapter VII, for a more camplete discussion and
presentation of the table.
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Another consideration influencinq the ability ot emeilericy
reserves to cope with oil supply disruptions concetns control of
the stocks. In neatly all IEA countrles conLLOl Of pzimaLr oil
stocks is in private hands. The exceptions ate Denmaw., West
Germany and Japan. A question exists concerning whether, in the
event of an oil supply diSLuption, the IEA membe, goveLraents
could exercise effective control ovet oil stocks in theLL respec-
tive countries. Those which cannot control oil stocks tun the
Lisk that stocks will be drawn down too quickly ot not quickly
enough. If stocks are drawn down too quickly, demand restraint
progtams may not be fully Lealized and the countries' ability to
cope with lengthy disruptions will be compromised. If stocks are
not drawn down quickly enough, adverse economic impacts over the
short run will increase, as will personal hardships. At the same
time, spot market demand foL oil will grow, incLeasing pressure
on prices.

Little is presently known concerning the ability of other
IEA governments to control oil stocks. The IEA has conducted
various studies of oil stocks, but it has not assessed the
operational effectiveness of each member country's emergency
reserve programs. However, most IEA countries are more dependent
than the United States on oil relative to total energy consumption,
more dependent on oil imports, and without any significant poten-
tial for either standby oil production or fuel switching. For
these countries, effective control over their respective oil
stocks is absolutely essential to satisfy their emergency reserve
drawdown obligations.

Concerning the United States, industry officials contend
that their oil stocks are part of working inventories and that
the amount of pure emergency reserves is very small. While our
analysis indicates that considerable industry stocks could be
used for emergency purposes, if necessary, all the oil companies
we recently contacted in a separate review stated that they had
no stocks available or set aside for IEA sharing. The Federal
Government has legal authority through September 30, 1981 to
manage private oil stocks for emergency purposes, but it does not
have the capability to exercise effective control over industry
stocks. DOE has prepared a draft plan for developing such a
capability, but the plan has not been approved and thus implemen-
tation has not begun. (The subject of U.S. private stocks is
analyzed more completely in Chapter II.)

Consequently, the only oil stocks that the Government can
be absolutely sure of using in an emergency are those in the
Strategic PetLoleum Reserve. As of mid-Augus: 1981 these were
about 177 MMB--far short of the approxLnately 600 MMB that would
be needed to equal 90 days of recent net oil imports.

Problems with the ESS
demand restraint program

Reducing oil demand by 7 to 10 percent would necessarily

involve substantial economic costs and personal sacrifice. Demand
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By defining demand restraint to inClude all )f hei- po) t 1es, it

is difficult to know what the costs would be ') ny patti,:,ai 1EA
country if it had to implement 7 or 10 percent demani ti-str.aint.
The costs would depend on tne particular kinds )t policy progtams
the country has at its disposal.

In 1980 U.S. oil consumption averaged 17.1 MMBr. This means
that the United States should have demand restraint pL.),4ams
capable of reducing consumption by 1.2 - 1.7 MMBIIJ. UJsinq )u
more narLow definition of demand restraint the Nation has a cap-
ability of perhaps 210-340 MBD, which is far shott of )ut tiig-
ation.

The 1974 IEP Agreement stipulated continual review of each
countLy's demand restraint program. But reviews which have been
conducted have been infrequent and cursory. Reviews have typi-
cally involved only a few individuals representing the TEA and
have been conducted in a few days or less. For example, the 1EA
review of the U.S. demand restraint program was performed by 2
examiners from the IEA over a period of two days.

The third simulation test of the ESS, held between October
and December 1980, tested IEA demand testraint progLams much mote

*A thoroughly than did the first two tests. In the United States
eight States participated (California, Colorado, Florida, Massa-
chusetts, Michigan, Minnesota, Virginia, and Washiniton). The
United States exercise lacked realism because authority did not
exist for some of the measures used, and the exercise assumed that
the United States would im[lement programs that DOE knew were not
ready for use. DOE estimated that the measures would teduce
demand by about 1.3 MMB. Since these measures could not be counted
on to restrain demand adequately, DOE activated the standby man-
datory crude oil allocation program to fulfill its lEA obligation.
Allocation, though, does not restrain demaad, and so the "savings"
generated by this action were illusory.

The eight pat ticipating States concluded that the demand
restraint programs failpd the test. The major factots ,onttibutinq
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tuj tne tailute, they said, were (1) the absence of State-specific
clata necessary to suppoLt public confidence, regional equity, and
ratinal decisionmaking, and (2) lack of linkage between fuel
iappi1 vanagement and demand restraint measuLes.

P-.rtaps the best evidence on the utility of the IEA members'
iepmanl restraint programs is seen in how the countries responded
, ) the 1979 tanLan oil supply interEuptions. In the midst of
that iis-tiption the [EA Governing Board met and agreed that
nembeL countr ies would voluntarily Leduce anticipated 1979 oil
leman by S percent, oL 2 NMBD. However, by the end of the yeaL
IEA nad achieved only a 2.6 percent reduction. Only 6 countries--
tn,,liiini the United States--achieved the 5 percent target.
FittneroLe, a GAO study found that the U.S. reduction was mainly
1,e tl shottaqes rather than to DOE's plan. 1/

Whit vu. t be recognized is that the ESS depends critically
p,, IEA contries having effective demand restraint pLograms
n",ht cifn be qui:kly implemented. Without such programs the eco-
iomic ,st and peLsonal hardship ate likely to be much greater.
If lemand testtaLnt programs do not achieve the intended reduc-
i,)n;, .'mand will exceed available supplies. This may lead to

P, H I tipi Ii At dadown of oil stocks, compromising the ability of
ITA "),jnt ies to sustain disruptions of long duLation. More-
)v+r, ipwat pressure on oil prices will be further exaggerated.

)rHEIL LIMITATIONS OF THE ESS :'

ST1EA is ill-ptepared to provide for :ootdinated malti-
i1eI ji ict i )n.s t,) leal with oil supply list upt ions I i~e the

'974 I1 anian shottfall which are tor small to tr igger the system
Lw;t whi'h still cause consideLable damage. Particularly note-
.oorthy is its limited ability to deal with dramatic price
increases that can accompany oil shortfalls.

The Iranian oil supply intertupti)n, which began in late 1978
in,] continjed into 1979, vividly demonstrated the damage that can
, ipnfl "ted by smaller Jis iptions and associated oil pt ict -
.eases. During the first luarter part of 1979, the total lss
to the world mar ket was nly about 2 MMBD. Nonetheless, a Per iod
)t )oI vatket instah, 'ity began, punctuated by threatened .upply
J13t ipt )n! ifn(] rapidly escalating crude oil pr ices. Despite
lecisi,)ns by Saudi Arabia and certain othet OPEC qovernments to
inc rease crude oil supplies by a million barrels j day, spot
pt ice 3 soared and ser ved as a catal yst tot OPEC pt oducet s to LaLse
official crude )l1 prices. Between the fourth quartel 1978 and
the fourth quarter 1979, the average k)PEC crude )il office sales
pr i ce neatly doubled even though OPEC production and other free
wor ld ,t dle oil production increased.

I ;A(i 'etter report to Senator Henry M. Jackson, regarding short-
al;e -aused by the Iranian oil cutoff, EMD-79-88, Aug. 27, 1979.

2ot a ,iscussion of additional limitations to those summaLized
here, 4ee Volume 1I, Chapter V1!.
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Because the Iranian disruption did not result in a 7 percent
or more shortfall to IEA countries, the Emergency Sharing System
was never activated. Demand restraint and emergency reserve
drawdown obligations were not imposed. Yet, implementation of
effective demand restraint measures alone, and at less than the
7 percent level, could have more than offset the shortfall.

The IEA response to the disruption was to convene numerous
government and industry meetings. The most tangible result
was the March 1979 decision, discussed above, whereby member
countries agreed to reduce anticipated consumption by 5 percent.
That target was never met. The IEA also exhorted its members to
stop purchasing high-priced spot market oil, but reluctantly
admitted that without a 7 percent shortage, there was little it
could do to stabilize the market.

A second weakness in the ESS, also revealed by the 1979
disruption, was its inability to coordiate oil stock policies of
member countries. Because the ESS was not activated, emergency
reseLve drawdown obligations were not in effect. More importantly,
member countries were apparently free to build oil stocks if they
wished. A frantic scramble to build stocks did occur and was a
major contributor to upward pressure on oil prices during the 1979
disruption. As a group, the IEA nations increased their stocks
by 14 percent or 387 million barrels. Clearly, just maintaining
rather than building stocks by the IEA countries could have had
a significant and positive impact on the world oil market.

Thus, the 1979 shortfall revealed the impotence of the TEA
to respond to supply shortfalls below the 7 percent level. Since
then, the IEA has examined ways to strengthen its ability to deal
with oil supply interruptions too small to trigger the ESS. The
areas emphasized included coordination of member policies on oil
impoxts, stocks, and spot market prices.

In May 1980 the IEA countries agreed on a system of ceilings
fox lowexing import dependence over the medium term and as a guide
for dealing with short-term disruptions. The system includes an

A agreement that if at any time tight oil market conditions appear
imminent, Ministers will meet, decide whether tight conditions
exist, and if so, take action to restrain demand. In doing so,
the Ministers will decide whether to use individual oil import
ceilings to achieve demand restraint and monit-r effectiveness.
Even if ceilings are agreed upon, each nation'j ceiling will be
determined by the degree of self-restraint each nation is indivi-
dually willing to impose on itself at that time.

Also, in May 1980 the IEA Governing Board approved a consul-
tation system foL stock policies among governments within the IEA
and between governments and oil companies. The program consists
of monitoring the stock situation, and contains procedures for
developing substantive policies fox dealing with adverse trends.
If the IEA member countries agree on specific policies, it is up
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to individual member governments to decide how to implement them
in consultation with the oil industry.

When war broke out between Iran and Iraq in September 1980
and removed about 4 MMBD of oil from world Markets, IEA member
countries met and decided that oil stocks could be a pkincipal
means for coping with the problem. The Secretariat's analysis
showed that oil consumption within IEA countries was low com-
pared to recent years, stocks were high, and some spare productive
capacity was available. It concluded that overall supply could be
managed so as to meet demand over the coming months.

Member countries agreed that during the fourth quarter of
1980 oil stocks should be drawn down to balance supply and
demand. The members were to consult with the oil companies, urge
private and public market participants to refrain from abnormal
purchases on the spot market, and consult one another to ensure
consistent and fair implementation of the measures.

Two months later the IEA Governing Board met to review
progress and the outlook for the first quarter of 1981. The
Board concluded that a combination of continuing high stock
levels, declining oil consumption and additional oil production
should make the situation manageable. To achieve manageability,
the Board reaffirmed and extended the October 1 measures. In
addition, member countries agreed to go a step further by estab-
lishing what amounted to an informal system for sharing oil.
This was necessary, the Board said, "to correct serious imbal-
ances which remain despite national efforts to correct internal
imbalances and which are likely to result in undue market pres-
sures on price...."

Under this system, the IEA Secretariat compares country
supply positions against a theoretical supply determined by dis-
tributing total oil expected to be available to the IEA group
among member countries in proportion to their base period final
consumption. At the request of a member country, ox on his own
initiative, the lEA Executive Director identifies major crude
oil or product imbalances which seem likely to result in upward
pressures on price. There need not be a 7-percent selective or
general shortfall or any other particular shortfall to qualify
as an imbalance; this is a discretionary decision made by the
Secretariat. Once it has been determined that an imbalance
exists, the informal sharing system is an elaboration, extension,
and intensification of the consultation process used in imple-
menting the consultative stock policy.

By the end of the first quarter of 1981, frantic buying of
oil on the spot market had not occurred and panic had been
avoided. As a result of an improving global oil supply situation,
the IEA did not extend use of the informal sharing system into
the second quarter. It is available for future use if judged
necessary.
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The IEA systems for stock consultation and informal sharing
may have partly accounted fox the success achieved by IEA countries
in coping with the oil shortfall resulting from the Iran-Iraq war
during the latter part of 1980 and the early months of 1981.
Observers differ about this point. Some contend that the prin-
cipal factor underlying the oil companies' response to the latest
disruption was not the lEA consultative system but rather that oil
company stocks were high when the wax broke out.

In theory the IEA Emergency Sharing System reduces U.S.
vulnerability to supply interruptions targeted on the United
States. Equally important, it provides considerable potential for
reducing the vulnerability of our principal allies to disruption
possibilities. Most of our allies are very vulnerable to oil
supply disruptions, and if they are unable to cope with interrup-
tions, U.S. interests could be significantly and adversely affected.
Thus, it makes sense for the United States to promote contingency
programs that can reduce our and our allies' vulneLability.

But the Emergency Sharing System also imposes certain burdens
on the United States. Our review indicates that in practical
terms the United States has not integrated its domestic and inter-
national contingency planning effectively. As discussed elsewhere
in this report, U.S. demand restraint programs are in a shambles,
and the Federal Government does not have nor maintain control of
emergency reserves anywhere near 90 days of net oil imports. This
means that if a disruption were to occur, the United States may
not be able to honor its commitments. or, if it did, it might have
much less oil proportionately than those countries who were able
to meet their obligations.
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CHAPTER V

WHAT NEEDS TO BE DONE TO

IMPROVE EMERGENCY PREPAREDNESS?

The Federal Government must get serious about contingency
planning for oil supply disruptions.

Immediate action ought to be taken to upgrade the Nation's
ability to cope with disruptions. Some actions are short run;
within a year or so they can significantly improve the Nation's
emergency preparedness. Other actions will have benefits which
will take longer to realize. Finally, preparations need to be
made to prepare for decisions about other measures to further
improve preparedness over the mid-term.

Key actions we think are needed over the short and medium
term are:

--increase the oil available for emergency use via industry
stocks, SPR, and surge oil production;

--replace the expiring EPAA authorities with authority for
an improved standby distribution system to help assure
oil availability during disruptions;

--overhaul demand restraint planning and programs;

--acquire better understanding of the role fuel switching
can play; and

--develop a more credible international emergency prepared-
ness program.

INCREASE THE OIL AVAILABLE FOR
EMERGENCY USE VIA INDUSTRY STOCKS,
SPR, AND SURGE PRODUCTION

The greatest potential for improving emergency preparedness
over the short-term is by increasing emergency oil supplies--
including private industry stocks, the SPR, and surge oil produc-
tion. Together these measures could offset as much as 1 MMBD
or more of an oil supply shortfall. This potential could be
realized within weeks of the onset of a disruption, and be relied
on for a year or more.

Assijn_ keyrole to industry stocks

Industry-owned oil stocks offer the greatest potential for
immediately upgrading the Nation's ability to deal with disrup-
tions. These reserves easily rival and probably substantially
exceed the current size of the SPR. However, since the Emergency
Petroleum Allocation Act (EPAA), which provides authority for
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government control of oil stocks duing an emergency, will expire
after September 1981, new legislation must be passed to provide
continued authority in this area.

Our conservative estimate is that petroleum industry stocks
could support a daily dtawdown rate of 275 to 550 Mtv for as long
as a year. This is consistent with estimates that industry
reserves have been ranging between 100 and 200 NNB above previ-
ously normal operating levels. Alternatively, stocks could be
drawn down faster during the early stages, when other contingency
programs are less effective, and at a slower rate as other pro-
grams phase in. Looking to the mid-term, reserves of, say, 350
MMB could support, if necessary, a drawdown rate of mote than
1 MMBD for neatly a year. This program alone could offset one-
third of a 3 MMBD shortfall.

Even with authority, the Federal Government lacks the means
to require oil companies to draw down oil reserves in an emer-
gency. Thus, it is essential that the Government and the oil
industry agree on appropriate rates for drawing down indu.:tty-
owned oil stocks, especially during the early stages of a d(s-
ruption. DOE should secure oil industry review of its draft
inventory management plan for controlling industry stocks dot ing
emergencies.

The Nation also needs a program which guarantees that latge
industry reserve stocks will be maintained during normal markets
so that they can be drawn down at a rate commensurate with the
need during disruptions. The program must provide equitable treat-
ment of the companies involved, ensuring that companies which
have built and maintained sizeable reserves will not be penalized
for drawing them down. Companies which have built and maintained
reserve stocks should be allowed to secure a fait price for having
paid the financial costs of doing so. They should not be lenied
the right to bid for SPR oil simply because they have pursued
prudent stock-building policies.

The Secretary of Energy can, under EPCA, requite oil compa-
nies to set aside 3 percent of last year's throughput or impotts.l1
However, DOE believes use of the set-aside authority would qenetate
many legal challenges. Since significant benefits would accrue
to the entire Nation from industry-owned reserves, considetation
should be given to reducing the oil companies' costs of maintaining
large reserves. One way of doing this is to offer financial incen-
tives. For example, tax credits could be used to help finance the
construction of new storage capacity, and subsidies, tax credits,
or tax deductions could be used to encourage the holding of stocks.
Another option is to establish a quasi-public corporation for
financing an industrial petroleum reserve. Members could include
both the Government ani oil companies, with alternative cost-shat ing

l/Industry-owned oil may be stored in surplus Government

facilities to remedy any refiner or importer inequities.
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arrangements possible. The corporation could finance the
acquisition and storage of reserves through company fees based
on product sales, or sales taxes, or through the sale of bonds
to the public. This would remove the costs from the companies'
books, eliminating one of industry's main objections to an
industrial reserve. At the same time, the corporation could
assure some Government control and management of the reserve
by providing segregated storage of the stocks. Government and
company representatives could sit on the Board of Directors.
The latter two alternatives could even be structured to include
companies outside the oil industry. Costs of the program would
vary greatly, depending on the option chosen, method of imple-
mentation, and size of the desired reserve.

On July 31, 1981, Senator Bill Bradley requested GAO to
conduct a review of the major alternatives for building or
maintaining U.S. oil reserves in the private sector, and to
evaluate the advantages and disadvantages of each. We have
recently initiated such a study.

We recommend that Congress:

--provide for the Secretary of Energy to maintain,
after expiration of the EPAA, the authority
to require companies to adjust stock levels in
times of an energy emergency. (For suggested
legislative language to accomplish this
recommendation see Appendix A, pp. 71-72.)

We recommend that the Secretary of Energy:

--ensure the timely completion of an inventory
drawdown plan so that the government can
effectively manage drawdown of industry stocks.
Design of data systems should not be held up
while other DOE data needs are being assessed.
Most important is receiving industry-wide input
on the draft plan and 0MB approval for required
data collection systems.

--prepare plans to establish a private petroleum
reserve to ensure that high levels of industry
stocks are available for emergency purposes and
to promote buillding of industry reserves. In
this connection, the Secretary should review and
analyze the various options to achieve this objec-
tive, including--(l) requiring companies to set
aside, as present law permits, 3 percent of the
previous year's imports or thoughtput; (ii) pro-
viding financial incentives for holding oil
stocks abvve a certain level; and (iii) estab-
lishing a quasi-public corporation to build
and maintain stocks so as to remove their costs
from company books and to assure some Government
control and management of them. The Secretary



should decide which option(s) will best assure
the establishment of the ptivate petroleum
reserve and, if necessary, seek legislative
authority to catty out ;u-h option(s)

Accelerate the Sttate9ic Petroleum Reserve

Recommending an industrial potroleum reserve and drawdown
of industry oil stocks does not in any way imply lower priority
for the SPR. The Nation's preparedness for dealing with oil
supply disruptions is so poor that the SPR should be filled as
quickly as practicable. SPR fill should not be interrupted
while long-term financinq mechanisms are sought. Furthermore,
ways to accelerate construction (If the next segment of SPR
storage capacity or develop additi.nal capacity should be
considered.

Many studies of SP -is, + 2ttateqy advocate that a minimum
fill be reached befote the .rest-tv, is drawn down except to meet
critical needs lut inq a vP1y s*v-#re disruption. For example,
the National Petroleum (',nil trcommendei that about 200 MMB
should be held in r ser vf. for such c nt ingencies since the SPR
is a one time so i -e f yri id, wh ich must be replenished. A
DOE study prepared in !at- 1979 indic ited that 250 to 550 MMB
should be retain.'d _js pirtnc- fr, "survival uses." I/ We
believe the co:,ncept f Paint ilnLqg 3 minimum reserve for the
most severe iitsi pt ion' I ea:onable Therefore, in evaluating
the capability fot hanuil ii i .5. shortfall of 3 MMBD, we have
proceeded on the pi emi s, ht, the Eer l Government would not
draw down the 'PR ,x,',,pt i i i woist case disruption or until it
reached a Si zft .', ;t o t , million barrels. A 3 MMBD
oil shottfa' I wol i r - . .. hit rie+ not represent a worst
case dlist upt i .r i m , ,ier , f ill rates proposed in DOE's
fiscal yeat 14H,' t.rd.,t ' 4IP' will not. even teach the 250 MMB
ranle intil at ifeast la*,o 1l4 I, indet (),ir assumption it will
be some time ,, .t, ',, ,P ,in e driwn down.

To e ri. ; 'H . , , v planning, the Secretary
)f Enety sii. at i rri ,im, Itar ly specify the options being
enter t3in,'i ft . ' .- ; -' o , I I, is sil/ disrupt ions that might
OCCUr In t' nar -'-,IT it it', IlIidinq the tate, amount, and
timin,; of it iwdwr-., and m-t ho,)d of 1i1stt ibution. This is necessary
to ass [* that l)t h I parts of '-(omptehins ive contingency plans
are consistert with the r )It, #,nvi-sioned for the SPR. DOE said
that lack of a ;11ifl lian i'4 ie: i!red to keep potential
embaj,oing pt,,d cts ; ine#r ttin o)f IT.S. intentions and thereby
maximize the Afet.., torlt vii Iv of the SPH. However, the absence
of a spcifi, sfv piar ,,l ,-t if ,ptions leaves judgements about
SPR Ise s it) 1e t ad hi,, tiok isi onmakinq during a crisis. The
teason f,,r n-, 'le ,ln, i plan involves legitimate concerns.

1 "DOE' Anal/si f n. Appi pt riate ;ize of the Strategic
Pe t t ()I s-,.-" Ps- i, v N - ," , r 1-ll, 14 1 .
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k) w e ' , we bel leve a h- ttet w ' I II'
1 ; t)t 1)0! to develop a plan hut r,,*. the
.)kII t I'. i I , lo not bel I ve the , . OL 1
;;o" it ity oast)fns _is an t'xcuse Ir r, .
[,larL:; f [ ine of )[tu potent iiI l .

ki n t - I ir ol Ieme r ( Pncy.

Recau.;e the oil nat ket is i ,I
s.ubi ,'t t.., many kinds of list upt *.,, t
oil acqu isition strategy to ptov i if, ,) ,. ,ecuI e
;upples. Then, even if the ;PR : It is
nuch larger , it could still play it III S P k
is filled at an accelerated tate ant tr ., l
.test lied for the SPR could tie diver t.- I t r t fall.
The SPR should be filled with dome.st i, t he
greatest extent possible--espiitl . . Slope
and Federal royalty oil. Be,'alse I <c''C, '_
,)n State-owned lands, the State ot Al -., . 1 2
percent royalty in currency or in ir t. tIriotf t 0

icqulre some of this oil (up to 140 'A, As-u-

tiation with the State Government. ',, '. ;(I t, n to
explore use of this royalty o:l ani . 1t h State
government officials to determine It +-.. , ,. * ,sis for
further negotiations. DOE has alr-ad,, :, .. .. ,% ,laskan olI
directly for the producing companies , ., t , V mole.
Also, the Federal Government leases o!!, nir , Federal
lands for oil exploration, receivinq i , i. (in a
percentage of future production--nt i;i - ,, .t of off-
shore production and 12 1/2 percent ,of 0 1 f ion. It
has the tight to take the royalty ;)i. ,,. I kind from
most leases. The Energy Securi ty Act rI .', Vr -sident's
authority, originally provided by EP'A, r . .xchange this
oil to fill the SPR. The Act's Coifer " ,. , re)ott went
further , stating that the President 2-hoTi 1 ' K i rh pr lor ity
to using this oil. If a disruption occur i t n r, vivetting SPR
oil to the economy could significantly +,,i.i( t, :;ize of the
shortfall to the Nation.

However, we believe that DOE should n)t ,.; epnd purchases
except during severe distuptions, at lea t .,.tl the SPR has
reached a minimum threshold size. Given 1- - h t- rr lot ity of
the SPR, filling it should be considered part "f ,.S. hase demand
and should not be cut back under tight market conltions. Further-
more, resuming fill can receive high intofrntinnal visibility.
As is well known, during the 1978-79 Iranian oil supply inter-
ruption SPR fill was not maintained, and after the interruption
the administration was apparently reluctant to resume fill because
of possible opposition of both our allis and certain Arab oil
exporters and to avoid putting pressure on the spot market. To
guard against this occurring again, DOE should seek to maintain
at least a nominal fill rate except durlng sePvete disruptions.
Congress should provide for maintaining backup authority requiring
refiners to contribute oil to the SPR.
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Fiscal year 1981 purchases through mid-August averaged
300 MBD at an annual rate--a vast improvement over previous years.
However, the Nation's vulnerability to supply disruptions and the
poor state of teadiness of U.S. contingency measures make it imper-
ative that DOE fill the SPR at the fastest practicable rate. DOE's
fiscal year 1981 appropriation legislation provides for DOE to
seek to fill the SPR at an avetagp rate of 300 MBD, or until funds
ate exhausted. The Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of 1981
amends EPCA to provide that DOE seek to fill the SPR at the same
rate. If DOE were to maintain that rate beyond mid-1982, however,
it will need to acquire additional storage capacity.

Various alternatives to finance the SPR off-budget have been
discussed. While fiscal year 1982 funding is authorized through
the Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of 1981, we believe that
completing the SPR is so essential to our preparedness that filling
the SPR should not be delayed if the debate over long-term financing
continues. The SPR is a vital element in out national security
prepatedn-ss, and is an important component of upgrading the
Nation's defense.

We recommend that Congress:

-- continue DOE's authority to require refiners
to contribute oil to the SPR as a backup in
case other acquisition strategies fail, since
this authority expires with the EPAA after
September 30, 1981. (For suggested legislative
language to accomplish this recommendation see
Appendix A, p. 72.)

We recommend that the Secretary of Energy:

-- improve SPR oil acquisition strategy to provide
a greater proportion of secure supplies. With
due regard for existing contractual arrangements
and SPR storage capacity, the Secretary should
obtain, at a minimum, all Federal offshore royalty
oil from leases which produce 100 barrels a day or
more of royalty oil, and continue to seek to obtain
Alaskan royalty oil.

--ensure that comprehensive contingency plans
clearly specify options considered for SPR use,
including rate, amount, and timing of drawdown,
and method of oil distribution.

Establish standby capability for surge oil production

There appears to be substantial potential for surge oil
production--as much as 326 MBD. This potential would be
gradually achieved over 12 months with minimum damage to oil
fields or loss of ultimate recovery. However, various obstacles
stand in the way of realizing this potential.
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The greatest potential for surge oil production is on non-
Federal lands in Texas and Alaska (about 300 MBD). However,
current State regulations do not permit surge oil production.
Even if regulations were relaxed for emergency purposes, financial
considerations might limit the potential for increased production.
According to the NPC, surge production requires some investments
($30 million) to prepare the fields and expand pipeline capacity.
Therefore, increased production will depend on the companies'
willingness to make these expenditures in advance for contingency
pur poses.

Concerning oil produced on Federal lands, DOE has prepared
a draft plan for Elk Hills su-qe production, but legislative
action is needed to authorize increased production from Elk Hills
beyond the established maximum efficient rate of production.
The potential for securing surge production from other Federal
lands has not been established.

We recommend that Congress:

--authorize production at Elk Hills above current
maximum efficient rates during oil supply emer-
gencies when there is minimum risk of damage to
the oil field. (For suggested legislative
language to accomplish this recommendation see
Appendix A, pp. 73.)

We recommend that the Secretary of Energy:

--complete a plan for Elk Hills surge oil production
and examine the prospects for surge production on
other Federal lands.

--seek cooperation from governing authorities in
States with significant potential for surge oil
production, to allow increased production where
feasible in the event of a national oil supply
emergency and to prepare standby programs for
this purpose.

DEVELOP STANDBY PROGRAMS TO
ENSURE CONTINUING OIL AVAILABILITY

The coming expiration of EPAA at the end of September 1981
has focused much of the emergency preparedness debate on the
Government's role in distributing oil during disruptions. The
debate has largely been between those who would rely on govern-
ment allocation of available supplies and those who would leave
distribution in the realm of unfettered markets.l/

1/In a recently released study, the Congressional Budget
Office discusses several distribution mechanisms. See:
Congressional Budget Office, Managing Oil Disruptions:
Issues and Policy Options, September 1981.
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Arguments for and against
free market distribution

The arguments in favor of relying on markets to distribute
supplies during disruptions ate compelling. Advocates assert
that the market would channel oil to its most productive uses,
thereby minimizing economic losses. They also point out that
a nonintervention policy would cause no public expense and not
burden the industry with requlatcry requirements. Balancing
supply and demand via markets would also avoid gas lines and
conserve oil as consumers cut back their purchases in response
to higher prices. Finally, a noninterve'Ltion policy would
be an incentive for the industry to protect itself by building
private stocks.

Against this list Of virtues, critics point out what they
perceive as severe drawbacks. One of the most persistent argu-
ments is that the very high oil prices caused by a disruption
will price all but the wealthy out of the market, causing great
personal hardship. An important variant of this point is that
vital public health and safety activities may suffer as State
and local budgets will not be able to rapidly accommodate the sky-
rocketing prices. Critics also point to the large windfall profits
that accrue to owners of domestic oil resources, which, they
say, result from OPEC manipulation rather than regular business
ictivities. Other points often made include: possible discrimi-
nation against independents by large integrated companies, fears
that the market will not work quickly enough to meet regional
shortfalls because of legal and contractual rigidities; and general
uncertainty over the prices and amounts of oil which will be
determined through the market. Lastly, critics charge that not
preparing a distribution plan in advance will cause acute political
pressure when a disruption hits, and the resulting intervention
may be ill-advised and damaging.

ArEguments for and against
government allocation

Proponents of government allocation state that such a system
will solve the problems they identify with market distribution.
That is, they assert that controlling domestic oil prices will
both keep oil products affordable and prevent windfall profits for
producers. Allocation, they also assert, will guarantee supplies
to independents, will direct supplies to all regions and customers,
and Will remove the uncertainties of market results.

Critics, of course, deny that these benefits will actually
come from allocation. They point out that restraining prices
causes gasoline lines and prevents reductions in demand. They
also point out allocation's complexity, its burden on industry,
and the poor administration of past allocation programs. Another
of their arguments is that allocation is based on a past demand
pattern and during a shortage demand patterns will necessarily
change. Thus, gasoline will not be available where it is
needed--a problem which was noted during the 1979 oil shortfall.
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Finally, they cite two political liabilities--that the priority
designations set up by allocations are subject to political
pressures and abuse, and that once created priority users can
exert enough influence to keep allocation in place long after a
disruption is over.

Current oil distribution
proposals

While the issues of allocation versus market distribution
are most easily seen by looking at extreme cases, there are
relatively few advocates of either approach in its absolutely
pristine form. Most current proposals are variants of pure
market and thoroughgoing allocation, designed to deal with
the most obvious drawbacks of each.

Market variant I: tax/rebate plans

When a disruption hits and oil prices rise, Federal corporate
income and windfall profits taxes also automatically r ise, taking
half to two-thirds of the windfall. Combined with state income
and severance taxes, the total would be somewhat higler. In order
to enable consumers to afford the higher oil prices, some have
advocated rebating these revenues back to consumers. Another
version of this idea is to increase the windfall profit tax to
cut the companies' gains even further or to impose a tax on
imported oil. Versions of rebates include simply targetting them
to all households or setting aside special rebates to State and
local governments to maintain essential services. Many tax and
rebate systems are possible, but all are meant to give consumers
money so they can more easily afford the higher prices and avoid
letting the oil industry reap large windfall gains. Advocates
also point out that si~ice this market variant does not control
prices, it would encourage conservation and avoid the large
administrative and regulatory burden imposed by full allocation.

Market variant II: SPR & stock drawdown

Due to the higher fill rate of 1981, the SPR is appLoaching
the size where drawdown is a viable strategy. Advocates point
out that one purpose of allocation is to supply crude-shoLt
Kefiners. SPR drawdown could accomplish this without taking oil
from those who have successfully procured it. The SPR oil could
be distributed in various ways: it could be allocated directly
to needy refiners, or it could be sold in open or limited compe-
titive sales.

Government could also intervene in private oil stocks,
ordering both crude and product stocks to be drawn down so as to
increase the amount of oi; reaching consumers. This oil could,
but need not be, allocated. Such a company-by-company program
would cer'ainly be difficult to administer, but probably its
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Allocation valiant ii: product allocation on

Just as it is possible to allocate only cude, prot. w
cation could be sed to ensure that al customers receie tiif
fair share. Here again, price control would not be
crude would be priced at market levels. Of course, wit!.
allocation, customers of espectally Cr ude-short orefIolno r
experience large cutbacks. State set-aside could be I e
case to alleviate any special hardship.

Allocation variant III: gasoline rationing

The appeal of rationing--which is allocation all t~i- wi- t'
the end u..er level--is equity. Gasoline may be in 3hort t
but ever.yone will at least be able to get the gasoline ,te -
by his coupon allotment.

While rationing can certainly be made to work, out andl'y,
in Chapter III of this volume and Chapter. VI of Volume 11 has
shown that the practical difficulties of rationing would be
serious. Questions exist concerning timeliness, equity, natct,
coupons and actual gallons, the treatment of diesel fuel, ;:~~
of coupon distribution, and cost. All these problems add up' to
clumsy system, one that would disappoint a great many coisj:,e 5 .

Rationing also implies price control. Thus, the system is
still subject to two principal criticisms of allocation, nanel',
that it does not promote conservation and causes a loss of e':,u, ,

efficiency. While rationing is a legitimate variant, and or'e whlh
was endorsed by the Government in the past, our examination of t'k
practical equity and economic problems of rationing have sat i'- i-d
us that it should not be used.

Evaluating the alternatives

Whether to use some form of governmental allocation or some
form of market distribution is controversial. It is controver-
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s511 in pairt I.--a.se of honest differences over what is the best
i4 pr,)ak-h ,n,i in pat t becaose of out lack of exper ience with most
o f tho- i ' .ra' ', -: . Wh at is clear, however, is that complete

non nto,. 1f ,. :narkets or throujhgoin,j allocation and price
) n I t ) I , - , )I ty -et ious flaws. The variants--moLe limited

i lca't n *r j.;e f stocks or tax rebates--offer promising
altetrnatives for iec'eivln.J the benf-its of the basic approaches
while jv.)idinq it least some of their costs. These alternatives
need futt ,t stud! a nd definition. However, it seems to us that
a standby syst.,m based on one of them holds more promise '"ian a
do-nothinq or 3 do-evetything approach. The Nation needs a
system t- distribute oil--or money to purchase oil products--in
order t,) effotively counteract the serious hardships of disrup-
t ions.

Whatever system is finally adopted, it should have certain
features foL successful operation. First, and most important,
it mjst he fully designed, tested, and kept ready for emergency
use. While this may seem obvious, the emergency programs used
during past disruptions were not kept ready, and this led to
serious problems. Another desirable feature is provisions to
mitigate disincentives to build private stocks. The problem
here is that companies may feel that they should not build stocks
becaise Government will allocate them to others in an emergency.
Some companies may also feel that building stocks is not necessary
since Government will allocate supplies to them. These are legit-
imate concerns, and a number of measures can be taken to counter
them. Several alternatives, which are discussed in Chapter IX
of Volume IT, include: (1) requiring oil companies to hold three
percent of the previous year's imports or throughput; (2) granting
tax credits or other financial incentives to companies to build
and maintain stocks; and (3) establishing a quasi-public corpora-
tion to finance the acquisition of additional stocks.

A third desirable feature of any oil supply assurance program
is a means to discourage excessive spot market purchases. Such
purchases may drive spot prices higher than is justified by the
underlying supply and demand conditions, with official prices
likely to follow. The serious economic damage caused by disrup-
tions may be significantly exacerbated in this way. Of course,
the mere existence of a reliable standby assurance mechanism will
help check excessive spot purchasing. Another way to discourage
such activity would be by distributing SPR oil to refiners espe-
cially hard-hit by the disruption. Finally, if a traditional
buy/sell form of crude allocation is chosen, the system should
not penalize sellers by forcing them to sell oil at far below
replacement costs. One way to accomplish this has been suggested
by the National Petroleum Council: the price charged by refiners-
sellers would consist of a weighted average of the most costly
one-third of their crude. By pricing oil only slightly below spot
prices, buyers will be encouraged to seek their own direct arrange-
ments and not to rely on other refiners for access to supply.
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We recommend that Congress:

--replace the expiring EPAA authorities with a standby
system to help assure oil availability during disr up-
tions. Whatever system is chosen should not embody
overall domestic oil price control and should be fully
developed, tested, and maintained in readiness for
future disruptions.

These authorities need to be replaced as soon as
possible. Congress can act quickly if it decides to choose
some variant of the allocation approach since past experience
with allocation provides a useful basis for designing a new
system. A market approach, however, which goes beyond complete
nonintervention may require more time to develop. in
particular, the tax/rebate alternative has received rela-
tively little attention. Its potential as a flexible and
equitable tool is apparent, yet it involves complex consider-
ations that would need to be carefully addressed before
proceeding ahead to pre-impl.ementation of such a system.
Because of this, and in the event that Congress favors
the market approach, we recommend that the Congress require
the Secretary of the Treasury, with the assistance of the
Secretary of Energy, to:

--review tax and rebate alternatives for use in oil
supply emergencies, and recommend legislation if
it is appropriate. (For suggested legislative
language to accomplish this recommendation see
Appendix A, p. 74.)

OVERHAUL DEMAND RESTRAINT
PLANNING AND PROGRAMS

Demand restraint contingency planning needs to be overhauled.
The results produced to date, after eight years of efforts, are
pitiful.

As a first step, the Emergency Energy Conservation Act (EECA)
VP of 1979, which dominates demand restraint planning, should be

amended. The principle that States should have a leading role
can provide a useful basis for planning and implementing demand
restraint programs. Energy consumption patterns vary significantly
across the States. Consequently, Federal measures imposed at the
national level may have uneven effects on different States and
may not achieve optimal results, especially if shortages occur
regionally as they have in the past. However, if the States are
to play an important role, they should be subject to standards
similar to those we believe the Federal Government should observe.
This means that States should have programs designed, developed,
and on-the-shelf ready for implementation on a standby basis.
Consequently, in amending EECA, Congress should require States
to submit their demand restraint plans for approval to DOE before
disruptions; and the plans should demonstrate that standby programs
exist which can achieve specified results.
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Since only the Federal Government can fully assess the
Nitin's vulnerability to oil supply disruptions and the need
C-)r various programs to deal with them, the Federal Government
.,.c 'ld provide the States with specific standards as to how
n-;(ii demand should be restrained in various situations and the
timie in which reductions must be achieved.

The Federal Government should, as EECA now requires, have
.)wn set of standby demand restraint programs that will be

L,,.istd )n States that do not have approved progLams oL whose
0' ,,,rms fall to achieve the intended results. But it must also

i.,e the ability to impose these programs quickly. Many months
,oIt )- illowed to slip by before the Federal Government can

,wing int,, action. We believe that the Government should be
* ah le o[ imposing its standby measures after two months of
e onset of a disruption if State measures are not working and
,o!I, itely in States which have no approved plans.li'

ro chieve this, EECA should be amended to streamline the
*. tire for implementing Federal plans. In addition, the

AV zm0 -it needs to establish data monitorLinq programs which can
.- II y and quickly demonstrate whether States are adequately
* I i,* consumption--pLovided that it can be shown that cost

* ' r,',, programs can he devised.

At the same time, States need to know in aivan ;e what
Sit-i tiie Federal Government has available for standby use.

* -, i i also need to have access to the information ised by
., Go';einrnent to identify supply-demand patterns and

,v.tu State per fo,nance in [educing demand. Without such
.,t )i Stat.e- cannot etffctively )l an )t .)petLAi theit

. - ;t r a lnt prI t 
3m .

. , , EE A will ptovide the Sttk c't,. e f:, 31y t,, the
p)ment and use of contingency plans, )it withoat adequate

,Lii! e . the- savings would still be minimal. The cuttient Federal
•i. " S a case in point. DOE sho i11 expand t- plan to

. , t ,f measartes havinq the potential for achieving
iii f ,',i t , i savinIs.

i.I.r *,xrit rnq legqis;ition if a State's plan i not approved,
n f ,,r n'ren , c-annot impose the Federa: Plan unl 'S-i the
;'r ,i Iont finds, "after a reasonable per iod of * lie," that
. ;,t . ii; not likely t,) meet its emer.lency onPtjy conser-

i l r I ii t . in addit ion, the PtPsIdent MUt consult
#ith t, State Governor before mak inq the Federal Plan
"! f*tv 0..) This stattute introducos additional delay
q1,1, 1. do o Ie Iev IS kinne, .r a y , s ince under our t ec-mmen-
I it ii (;t 0P4 would be put on not ice that they mast have
in appt,,ed State Plan ot else be subject to immediate
iiit ion ()f thp Federal Plan ii an ,nerjeny.
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Federal demand restraint measures should meet certain criteria
which indicate that they provide benefits that outweigh their dis-
,3dvinta,;es. A demand restraint measure's first test is the amount
it r, ces fuel consumption. However, a measure should also pro-
mote orderly reduction of energy use with a minimum of inequity,
uncertainty, and disruption of normal activity. Any measure that
adds t the chaos and confusion created by a disruption would not
be suitable, even if it had great fuel saving potential. In fact,
measutrs that promote order and reduce panic during an emergency
have value cven if they do not save an appreciable amount of fuel.

Any measure that can meet these two basic critetia--pLoducing
s.iitiant savings and promoting order--should then be scruti-
ni/,+i i'i terms of other factors. Is the action authorized by
pl. ,;., 13w? Would it involve exorbitant costs? Could it provide
result,. in a timely manner? If mandatory, could it be enforced?
It v,.intary, could people be persuaded to use it? Each measure
mtist. tr* oxamined from these additional perspectives before it is
incl i-'i in a Federal contingency plan. During a supply disrup-
tior, i1poSition of a faulty measure could cause more problems
tha - :, measure at all.

We :-,el1;ve that voluntary measures are usually preferable to
mdndat )t ! ones and that voluntarism should be emphasized in the
initi phase of a disruption. Even mandatory programs depend
heavily on consumer cooperation for their effectiveness, because
mean: )f enotcinq compliance may not be readily available.
However , they do not leave it up to end users how and to what
extnt- to reduce consumption. Such programs should be included
in i )mprehensive contingency plan for backup purposes; depending
uponr fhe -tfectiveness of voluntary programs, implementation of
sever- nandatory measures may not be needed.

r'e ptinciple problem with voluntary cooperation is that
when t-he Crunch strikes, the public's response may not match the
need. This point certainly needs to be taken into account in
sound contingency planning. Since it is a distinct possibility,
it mneans that mandatory backup programs should be ready for use.
Nonethelpss, the potential inherent in voluntary demand restraint
pto(Itams should not be overlooked. In past emergencies, and not

*just energy emergencies, Americans have frequently shown them-
selves ready to rise to the occasion provided that the need to
make voluntary sacrifices was clear. For example, communities
which have experienced serious droughts have had successful
voluntary reductions in water use. If voluntary programs fail,
then mandatory programs can be used and the need for them is
cleater to everyone.

voluntary demand restraint leaves people free to decide where
and hlow to best reduce their own consumption. Well-informed in-
di'vi,als can judge better than bureaucrats how to reduce con-
sumpt ion so as to minimize any adverse impacts on their life-
stylPs and interests. If the Federal Government must resort to
mandatory programs that apply broad restrictions on particular
activitits (e.g., what days you can gas up or drive your cat, how
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high or low to set thermostats, etc.) or that try to make all end
users restrict use to the same amount (e.g., gasoline rationing),
a great deal of individual flexibility would be lost.

Mandatory measures, on the other hand, provide enforced
equity and a sense of "sharing the burden" equally. In severe
disruptions, even those mandatory measures that have anticipated
adverse economic and/or social effects may be justified because
they prevent more hardship than they cause. When the approach
is mandatory, Government accepts the responsibility for weighing
the relevant factors and deciding how best to curtail demand.
Individual decisionmaking is overridden. It is therefore of the
utmost importance that these measures be adequately evaluated in
advance, before they are included in a standby plan.

In the Course of our study we reviewed nearly 400 proposed
demand restraint measures in terms of the above criteria. Our
purpose was to suggest promising areas for an expanded plan. We
winnowed the nearly 400 measures down to eight:

1. Reduced gasoline and diesel fuel purchases;

2. Reduced jet fuel use;

3. Energy cutbacks by leading industrial users of
energy;

4. Reductions in electricity, oil, and gas use by
residences, commercial, and industrial enterprises;

5. Speed limit reductions;

6. Restricting vehicle use;

7. Closing gas stations on weekends; and

8. Compressed work and school weeks;

Each of these has advantages and disadvantages. However, we
believe that some ct them, particularly the first four, might--if
properly conceived and executed--yield significant oil savings at
tolerable costs. The first four could initially be voluntary and/
would, if necessary, be followed by mandatory implementation.
The latter four measures have to be mandatory and could be More
disruptive. Since they entail major changes in lifestyle and/or
considerable inequitities, they would be reserved for later use
in especially severe disruptions. Energy consumers would be
urged to cooperate fully in implementing the less disruptive
voluntary approaches, and warned that otherwise tougher measures
might become necessary.

To be successful, we believe that it would be essential to
ready measures prior to any disruption but to activate them only
as necessary when the probable size of the disruption can be
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reliably estimated. Equally important, we believe, is that the
measures should initially be employed on a voluntary basis. An
discussed earlier, mandatory measures may entail considetable
hardship and suffering for some people and must be carefully
evaluated in advance. If the measures ate voluntary, they can
be applied almost immediately. Mandatory measures may requite
at least several weeks lead time to put in place and deal with
exemptions, whereas voluntary measures leave these choices up
to the individuals.

Finally, we believe that the American Feople should be given
an opportunity to voluntarily adjust their lifestyles to restrain
demand. Jkmeiicans have done so in the past. The key to such a
response, )f course, is a perception that the effort is really
necessary. This leads to a third essential ingredient--strong
public inftma + ion programs. These ate needed to convince
people that lemand restraint is necessary and to tell them how
they can effectively reduce demand t- achieve local, state, and
national lemand restraint goals.

We believe voluntary programs can work provided that (1)
they are bequn quickly with strong public information ptesenta-
tions, (2) that emer:]ency data collection systems determine--with
minimal time lags--how much demand for key products is being
teducei, ind (3) that steps ate simultaneously taken to prepare
for the use of mandatoty measures if necessary. On this basis,
a lat ely voluntary approach can be given a chance to work since
the 13nif~d States would have an appreciable lead time before any
shortfall reaches the Nation's shores. This is because at a
disruption's onset, oil tankers at sea will be carrying many
weeks of normal supplies of oil imports for U.S. consumption.

For demand restraint contingency planning in general we
recommend that Congress amend EECA to:

-- ptvide for implementation of the Federal Plan in any
State if--(1) 60 days after the Governor has been
notified of an emergency energy conservation target,
the President determines the State plan is not

*working effectively; or (ii) immediately if a State
plan has not been approved.

-- requite that DOE within 60 days provide States
with criteria by which their plans will be
reviewed. These should include how much
reduction in energy consumption State demand
restraint programs should be capable of realizing
within specific time periods.

--require that State plans be submitted for approval
to DOE within nine months.

For suggested legislative language to accomplish the above
recommendations see Appendix A, pp. 74-76.
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We recommend that the Sectetary of EnetqJy:

-- prepare, If It proves to be cost-effective, an

information system for monitoring State energy

use that can be used for demand restraint
programs in concert with State governments.

-- expand the current Federal Standby Plan
to include a set of measures with potential

for achieving substantial oil savings.

-- prepare public information mateLials and programs
in advance for use during disruptions to promote
demand restraint.

ACQUIRE BETTER UNDERSTANDING OF
THE ROLE FUEL SWITCHING CAN PLAY

The purpose of a fuel switching program is to encourage
fuel substitution in industrial facilities and utilities which
have alternative fuel burning capability. The oil displaced

from such action would be available for those installations
which cannot burn other fuels. While voluntary action is likely
to occur, a plan is needed to ensure that those facilities that
can use alternative fuels but are not short of oil would switch,
and to better estimate the overall fuel substitution likely to
occur in a disruption. If effectively implemented, the plan can
free up oil without necessarily reducing overall energy consump-
tion or industrial and utility output.

The potential for oil-to-gas and oil-to-coal switching
seems substantial but a thorough assessment of all the variables
affecting switching has not been performed. In particular,
DOE has not adequately examined supply, transportation, legal,
and regulatory constraints. The GoveLnment's information base
appears inadequate for designing effective programs in these
areas. DOE should vigorously pursue the information and analyses

needed to clarify the potential for fuel switching. Only then
can better determinations be made as to the role fuel switching
can play during disruptions and what actions are needed to ensure
it occurs.

Concerning oil-to-gas switching, a recent DOE draft contin-
gency plan estimates a maximum potential over a 12-month period
of 435 MBD. However, both the American Gas Association and DOE's
Office of Planning and Evaluation have estimated the potential
as high as 1.1 to 1.2 MMBD. The substantial disparity in these
estimates cannot be resolved because data on surge natural gas
production, transport capacity, and end-user capability to switch
is dispersed among various sources. It is not organized in a
manner suitable for analysis. DOE officials told us that in
some cases the information is outdated and incomplete. This
information needs to be revised and made suitable for designing
and implementing emergency measures in this area.
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It- ',,, .... i ierable potential fot oil-to-coal
swItchIn1  I T t c ) f : lengthy disruption. 1* calculates
that 6 t I .' ; iit) fts th, onset of a disrupti)n existing
coal-burrn , i , rjh t lTpit ace as much as 231 MBD of oil.
However, Dot- i . a well-developed standby plan for
assu, in t d 1- it ,tra1 could be achieved in a timely
manner , in,] r 'V , iv3iability of such a plan at the
onset of d I doubt it can be realized. Many
complex IssJ,: !,0 mJregsed and the cooperation of numerous
actors must t Viioi (several DOE offices, the Environmental
Protection A, ;, Stat, governments, electric utilities, etc.).
One way to titn inly preparation of a suitable standby plan
would be f,) i ' 'e task force which brings the relevant
parties toq-t.,-i 1i th'.c; purpose.

We LecoinmeiI tlit the Secretary of Energy:

--acqiir,- t,,.. ,*rnation needed on end-user multifuel
use c-;,i Ii ts and complete in a timely manner
on-qrin; t'~es of gas transportation and emergencj
oil an ja,,; pioducftion.

-- desijn dppropti ate information systems to effectively
monitor -n:, i vtilability, transport capacity, and
end- - .i ;wilt' . -i capability.

--evaluat- t- -nstraints to fuel switching, and
identify' o )t s to deal with the constraints
so a3 to -foc-tively implement an emergency fuel
switchin prcojram.

DEVELOP A MORE CRHLTO LE INTERNATIONAL
EMERGENCY PREPAPEDNF-qq PROGRAM

The rEA's Emergency Sharing System (ESS) must be improved,
as must the IEA's ahility to handle disruptions which result in
shortfalls t,),, :;mal to tLigger the ESS. The United States and
other 1EA membeL countries should decide whether they are really
serious about Iema;' restraint. If not, other measures are needed
to fill the gan ie-oa,]m restiaint was designed to meet. If we

*really believe in drnand restraint, the United States must design
sound program. and OOCLr. age other IEA members to do so. The
IEA should cOndlict Tore thorough and frequent reviews of each
member's progriams.

We believe it 1- in our and other IEA nations' interest to
require 90 dvy: sof truo emergency reserves and consider expanding
the requirement ro 12) d ,s. Reserves at this level would signi-
ficantly increase the capability to weather severe oil supply
disruptions. Of c,,use, the building of additional oil stocks
would have to he 1-ne gradually and under stable market conditions.

To deal with sm.ill disruptions, we believe the member coun-
tries should ,et .si.k, a portion of emergency reserves for possible
drawdown to r i e :sures on the spot market and help balance
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supply and demand. We also believe there is a strong case for
creating an effective mechanism for using flexible reserves. One
possibility would be creation of an international spot market sta-
bilization fund, patterned on the mechanism used by industrialized
countries to protect their currencies against unwarranted specula-
tive pressures in international markets.

Concerning the ESS, its information system must be improved
to resolve discrepancies about the flow of oil into and among IEA
countries. A binding mechanism is needed for resolving price
disputes among member countries. The TEA Secretariat should
review the effectiveness of each member nation's internal allo-
cation progriam to ensure it will function well in an emergency.

Finally, we believe the IEA countries need a mechanism for
reducing at least some of the negative price and domestic conse-
quences which are bound to accompany a major oil disruption.
One possibility would be to use an emergency tax on oil products
or a Crude oil disruption tariff to restrain demand, reduce the
transfer of wealth abLoad, and provide revenues for assisting
those most seriously affected by the disruption. While it would
be constructive for the Unitt-d States to institute such measures,
coordinated action on this front would be More than Proportion-
ately useful.

We recommend that the Secretary of Energy and the Secretary
of State seek TEA members' agreement to:

-- maintain 90 days of true emergency reserves and
evaluate the desirability of amending the present
requirement to 120 days.

--set aside a portion of emergency reserves for
possible drawdown in periods of market instability
or disruptions not large enough to trigger the
Emergency Sharing System.

-consider creation of a spot market stabilization fund.

I-provide for thorough and frequent review of the effec-
tiveness of member nation demand restraint programs,
and emergency reserves and fair sharing programs.

--upgrade or revise the ESS information system to ensure
resolution of discrepan~cies about the flow of oil into
and among member countries during a disruption.

--provide a binding mechanism for resolving price disputes
among member countries under emergency sharing.

--consider enactment by each of the members of legislation
authorizing establishment of an emergency tax on oil
products or a crude oil disruption tariff for use in
severe disruptions.
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CONCLUDING NOTE: UPDATE ON DOE'S
ORGANIZATION FOR CONTINGENCY PLANNING

Chapter VIII of Volume II of this report addresses how well
organized DOE presently is for contingency planning. Our assess-
ment updates a March 1981 report which we prepared on the sub-
ject.1/ That report appeared shortly after DOE announced a re-
organization of the entire Department, including the contingency
planning function.

In our March report we concluded that contingency planning
had had low priority, been overly decentralized, been directed
by a person without the authority to command adequate support
from other DOE offices, and not been sufficiently staffed. We
recognized that DOE's reorganization had gone some way toward
rationalizing the contingency planning process.

However, we noted ambiguities regarding the ability of the
new organization to develop timely, effective contingency plans.
These were whether contingency planning had been adequately cen-
tralized, placed at an appropriate level in the authority struc-
ture, and accorded the high priority it deserves. In our present
report our conclusions remain tentative, partly because the new
organization structure is still being developed and partly be-
cause not enough time has yet elapsed to permit full assessment
of progress to be made.

In an overall sense, however, DOE has made progress since
February in alleviating many of our concerns about the adequacy
of centralization, authority, and priority. In particular, we
find that the new Assistant Secretary for Environmental Protection,
Safety, and Emergency Preparedness has most of the major contin-
gency planning and operations functions and responsibilities
under his control. An organizational structure and mission and
function statements have been approved down through the Deputy
Assistant Secretary, office and division level. In addition, and
at the direction of the Secretary of Energy, an Energy Emergency
Preparedness Steering Committee of top DOE officials has been
established to ensure Department-wide input into contingency
planning and the development of operational strategies for im-
plementing plans. The committee is chaired by the Assistant
Secretary EP. Thus, the Assistant Secretary seems well posi-
tioned to direct the development of coherent and integrated
contingency plans for dealing with oil supply disruptions. We
note, however, that there is still some uncertainty about which
DOE office is uitimately responsible for planning and implemen-
tation of plans involving international programs and activities.

1/U.S. General Accounting Office, "The Department of Energy's
Reorganization of Energy Contingency Planning Holds Promise--
But Questions Remain," EMD-81-57, March 4, 1981.
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We also believe that the priority of emergency preparedness
has been upgraded. The fact that the new administration quickly
reorganized the contingency planning function is an indication of
a high priority which it places on contingency planning. We
think that the thrust of the reorganization has been in the right
direction. We also think that the attention of the Cabinet
Council on Natural Resources and the Environment to key energy
emergency preparedness issues is another indication of high
priority being given to this issue. On the less positive side,
though, we must point out that although more than seven months
have passed since the administration took office, the Assistant
Secretary has not yet been confirmed. As a result, all of the
key contingency planning and operations positions under the
Assistant Secretary are being filled by acting officials. One
official has been acting in four capacities, three of which
concern the most important energy emergency preparedness posi-
tions in DOE.

A factor complicating the question of effective organization
is the relationship between DOE and the Cabinet Council on Natural
Resources and Environment. Such an examination would go well
beyond the scope of this report. However, it is clear that the
Council's review of energy emergency preparedness has necessarily
impacted on DOE's progress in the contingency planning area.

In the final analysis, it still remains to be seen if DOE's
new organization for contingency planning and the priority
attached to it will be sufficient to lead to sound, comprehensive
contingency plans and programs. The principal message of this
Chapter--and of the entire report--is that adequate plans and
standby programs do not exist to deal with oil supply emergencies.
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APPENDIX APPENDIX

SUGGESTED LEGISLATIVE LANGUAGE

FOR RECOMMENDATIONS

This appendix provides suggested legislative language for
accomplishing many of the recommendations to Congress made in

Chapter V.

The language addresses recommendations in the following
areas:

-- management of industry oil stocks;

-- authority to require refiners to supply the

Strategic Petroleum Reserve;

-- a temporary emergency production rate for

Naval Petroleum Reserve No. 1;

-- study of tax and rebates for ameliorating

consequences of oil shortages;

-- state standby emergency conservation plans;
and

-- implementation of the Federal standby

conservation plan.

Management of industry
oil stocks

"(a) In order to alleviate an existing or imminent regional
or national supply shortage of crude oil, residual crude oil or
refined petroleum products resulting from a severe petroleum
supply interruption, or obligations of the United States under
the international energy program, the President may, by rule or
order, require adjustments in the amounts of crude oil, residual
fuel oil or any refined petroleum product which are held in
inventory by persons who are engaged in the business of importing,
producing, refining, m.rketing or distributing such oil or
products.

"(b) The authority specified in subsection (a) may be

exercised to require either--

(1) a distribution from such inventories to
specified levels of inventory accumulation;
or

(2) the accumulation of inventories at specified
rates of accumulation or to specified levels,

as the President determines may be necessary or appropriate to
provide for the attainment, to the extent practical, of the
objective in subsection (a).
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w(c) The authority specified in subsection (a) of this
section may require the maintenance of inventories at levels
greater or lesser than such person's normal business or oper-
ating requirements; except that such amounts shall not exceed
the amount of oil or product, as the case may be, such per-
son would use or distribute during any 90-day period of peak
usage and in no case may the requirement to accumulate inven-
tories be applied to any person in a manner which would
necessitate such person making physical additions to storage
facilities in order to comply with any such rule or
order.

"(d) (1) The term 'severe petroleum supply interruption'
means a national supply shortage of crude oil, residual crude
oil or refined petroleum products which the President determines

(A) is, or is likely to be, of significant
dur at ion,

(B) may cause major adverse impact on
national security or the national
economy; and

(C) results, or is likely to result, from
an interruption in the United States
supplies of crude oil, residual crude
oil or refined petroleum products, or
from sabotage or acts of God.

"(2) The term 'refined petroleum products' means
gasolin~e, kerosene, distillates (including No.
2 -fuel), LPG, refined lubricating oi..s or diesel
fuel."

Authority to require refiners to
supply the Strategic Petroleum Reserve

Section 6240 of title 42, United States Code, is amended by
adding a new subsection (f), which shall read as follows --

"(f) In the event that voluntary arrangements and
competitive government purchases are ineffective in
procuring sufficient quantities of crude oil for the
Strategic Petroleum Reserve, the Secretary of Energy
is authorized, for purposes of implementing the Stra-
tegic Petroleum Reserve Plan, to require petroleum
importers and refiners to supply and deliver, for
-ash or exchange, such amounts of crude oil, as are
ie1tetmined by the Secretary to be necessary to corn-

7.ethe establishment of the reserve."

-ie purposes of this subsection the term "refiner"
ints~qrated and independent refining companies which

i' eter mines are capable of supplying crude oil
ji i Petroleum Reserve.
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Naval Petroleum Reserve No. 1
(Elk Hills) temporary emergency
production rate

Section 7422 of title 10, United States Code, is amended
by adding the following new subsection (d), which shall read as
follows:

"(d)(1) The Secretary (of the Navy) shall, to the
greatest extent practical, determine the temporary
emergency production rate, if any, for Naval Petro-
leum Reserve Numbered 1, and shall, notwithstanding
any other provision of law, at the direction of the
President, require crude oil to be produced from
Naval Petroleum Reserve Numbered 1 at such rate during
a severe petroleum supply interruption.

(2) The term 'temporary emergency production rate' mieans
the maximum rate of production for the Naval Petroleum
Reserve Numbered 1

(A) which rate is above the maximum efficient
rate of production established for the
Reserve; and

(B) which may be maintained for a temporary
period of less than 90 days without
reservoir damage and without significant
loss of ultimate recovery of crude oil
from the Reserve.

(3) The term 'severe petroleum supply interruption' means
a national supply shortage of crude oil, residual
crude oil or refined petroleum products which the
President determines

(A) is, or is likely to be, of significant duration;

(B) may cause major adverse impact on national
- security or the national economy; and

(C) results, or is likely to result, from an
interruption in the United States supplies
of crude oil, residual crude oil, or refined
petroleum products, or from sabotage or acts
of God.

As used in this paragraph, the term 'refined petroleum
products' includes gasoline, kerosene, distillates, (including
No. 2 fuel), LPG, refined lubricating oils and diesel fuel."

Study of tax rebates for ameliorating
consequences of oil shortages

"Since severe petroleum supply interruptions may result in
(1) significantly higher prices for petroleum products, including
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crude oil, residual oil, and refined petroleum products, and (2)
an inequitable distribution of income in the United States, the
Secretary of the Treasury, with the assistance of the Secretary of
Energy, shall study, review and analyze tax and rebate alternatives
which could be used by the Federal Government to ameliorate such
possible adverse consequences of oil supply shortages. Within one
year of the date of enactment of this act, the Secretary of the
Treasury shall prepare and submit to Congress a report describing
and comparing the various tax and rebate proposals considered and
containing specific recommendations, if any, including legislative
proposals, to establish standby tax and rebate programs to be
put into effect by the President during an oil supply emergency."

State standby emergency
conservation plans

Section 212 of the Emergency Energy Conservation Act of
1979, Pub. L. 96-102, 93 Stat. 759, is amended -

1. By striking out subsection (a) and inserting in
lieu thereof the following,

"(a) State standby emergency conservation plan-

"(1) Not later than nine months from the date
of enactment of this statute, the Governor of
each State shall submit to the Secretary [of
Energy] a State standby emergency conservation
plan, which shall provide for the emergency
reduction in the public and private use of
each energy source for which an emergency
conservation target may be in effect under
Section 211 of this title. Such plan shall
contain such information as the Secretary
may require. The Secretary shall, within 60
days of enactment of this Act, publish
standards by which the plans will be reviewed.
These standards shall include the level of
reduction in energy consumption for each
energy source to be obtained by State demand
constraint programs and the periods in which
such reductions in consumption are to be
achieved in the event the State standby plan
is put into effect. At any time, the
Governor may, with the approval of the Secre-
tary, amend a plan established under this
section.

"(2) The Secretary may, for good cause shown,
extend to a specific date the period for the
submission of any State's plan under subpara-
graph (1), if the Secretary publishes in the
Federal Register notice of the extension
together with the reasons therefor.
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"(3 Each State standby emergency conservation
plan sh-ll provide that the Governor of the
State w 11 determine that the plan is effective
in the State for an energy source upon receipt
of the President' s notification under Section
211(b) of this title that a target for such
energy source has been established.*

[NOTE: Conforming changes to other parts of Pub. L. 96-102 may
be required.]

Implementation of the Federal
standby conservation plan

Section 213 of the Emergency Energy Conservation Act of
1979 (Pub. L. 96-102), 93 Stat. 762, is amended--

1. By striking out subsection (b) and inserting
in lieu thereof the following

"(b) Implementation of standby Federal conservation
plan--

"(1) The President shall determine, 60 days
following a State Governor's receipt of the
notification establishing an emergency energy
conservation target pursuant to section 211(b)
of this title, if a State standby emergency
conservation plan, approved and made effective
under section 212 of this title, is not sub-
stantially meeting a conservation target
established under section 211(a) of this title
for such State and it is likely that such target
will continue to be unmet.

"(2) If the President makes the determination
described in paragraph (1), then the President
shall, after consultation with the Governor of

* such State, make effective in such State all, or
any part, of the standby Federal conservation
plan established under subsection (a) of this
section for such period or periods as the
President determines appropriate to achieve
the target in that State.

'(3) The President shall determine immediately
following a State Governor's receipt of the
notification pursuant to section 211(b) of this
title, if a conservation target under section
211(a) of this title will likely be met in a
State which

"(A) has no standby emergency conserva-
tion plan approved under section 212 of
this title, or
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"(B) has substantially failed to catty
out the assurances regarding implemen-
tation set forth in the plan approved
under section 212 of this title.

"(4) If the President determines that the condi-
tion described in paragraph 3(h) or (B) exists,
then the President shall, after consultation with
the Governor of such State, make effective in such
State all, or any part, of the standby Federal
conservation plan established under subsection (a)
of this section for such period or periods as the
President determines appropriate to achieve the
target in that State."

I!OTE: Conforming changes to other parts of Pub. L. 96-102 may
be required.
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